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1. Meeting notice 

International Reading Association – Phonemic Spelling Council 
Anaheim, Calif. Thursday, May, 13, 1976. 
General Theme: Sight Words and/or Phonics? 
Chairperson: Dr. Katherine P. Betts 
Speaker: Dr. Emmett A. Betts, Research Professor, Reading Research Laboratory,  

University of Miami, Coral Gables, Florida 
Resource Persons: 

Dr. Helen Bonnema Bisgard, University of Denver, Denver, Colo, 80222 
Dr. Edward Fry, Rutgers University, New Brunswick, New Jersey, 08903 
Frank G. Jennings, Secretary, Teachers College, Columbia University, New York, 10027 
Dr. John Henry Martin, 56 Annandale Drive, Chappaqua, New York, 10514 
Newell W. Tune, Editor, Spelling Progress Bulletin, 5848 Alcove Avenue, North Hollywood,  
Calif. 91607 
Dr. Milton Jacobson, University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Virginia. 

 
Anaheim, Calif. Tuesday, May 11, 1976, there will be a debate on: "Spelling and Phonics," by Dr. 
Emmett A. Betts, University of Miami, Coral Gables, Florida, and Dr. Edgar Dale, Ohio State 
University, Columbus, Ohio, and Dr. Donald D. Durrell, Boston University, Boston, Mass. Dr. 
Betts is a protagonist of spelling reform (consistent spelling), especially for beginners in reading, as 
a way to legitimatize phonics instruction. 
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2. The Bullock Report Says: Take Another Look at i. t. a., by John Downing* 
 
In February, 1975 a very important Government report on education in England was published. It is 
the first such report to be devoted to the teaching of reading and related language arts. The actual 
title is A Language for Life, [1] but its popular name will be "The Bullock Report" after the 
Chairman of the Commission, Sir Allan Bullock, F.B.A. a Vice-Chancellor of Oxford University.  
His Committee contains also many "stars" of the world of experts in reading and the teaching of 
English: Prof. J. N. Britton, W. K. Gardner, D. Mackay, Prof. J. E. Merritt, Vera Southgate, Prof. J. 
Wrigley, and others. 
 
The report is very wide ranging and covers the whole field of reading education and instruction in 
English from the pre-school stage to the college level. Because many teachers in British Columbia 
use i.t.a. for teaching the beginning of reading and writing, this aspect has been singled out for 
discussion in this article. 
 
 

The Complexity of English 
Early in their report the Bullock Committee establish that English orthography is very complex and 
that this complexity causes serious difficulties for beginning readers: 
 

"Of much greater importance in this matter of establishing relationships between letters and 
sounds is the fact that there is no simple correspondence between the 26 letters and the 44 
phonemes. If one were intent on constructing from scratch the obvious course would be to 
aim at a one-to-one correspondence between phonemes and graphemes, the grapheme being 
any letter or combination of letters which represents a single phoneme. Some idea of the ways 
in which written English falls short of this ideal may be seen in the following examples:  
(i) one, home, comes, women, of, or, to, do 
(ii) aisle, height, eye, I, phial, ice, high, island, buy, sty, guide, rhyme 
 
In the first example a single letter is seen to take on eight different values in different 
contexts. In the second a single phoneme is spelled in 12 different ways, and indeed other 
spellings could be added if less common words were included, e.g. indict" (pp. 85-86). 

 
The Bullock Report goes on to cite other evidence of the special difficulties of learning to read in 
English. For example the study by Berdianski, Cronnel, and Koehler (1969) which "examined the 
6,092 two-syllable words among the 9,000 words in the comprehension vocabularies of a group of 
six to nine year old children. They recorded 211 different spellings for the phonemes in these 
words, and these required 166 rules to govern their use. Over 10% of the words still had to be left 
aside as 'exceptions.' Sixty of these rules applied to consonants, which are usually thought to be 
'regular'." (p. 86) 
 
What is the effect of all this complexity? The Bullock Committee's conclusion from the research 



evidence is that "we must emphasize that this level of decoding is of particular importance in the 
early stages of learning to read, and the complexity of English spelling patterns does appear to 
retard progress." (p. 87) How can this special difficulty in learning to read English be overcome? 
"THE BEST WAY . . . IS . . . i.t.a." 
 
The subtitle for this section of this article is an accurate abbreviation of the Bullock Committee's 
reply to the question at the end of the previous paragraph. These are the details: 
"we have already noted the bewildering complexities of the English spelling system, and it is self-
evident that a simplification of the relationship between sound and spellings must make it much 
easier for a child to make progress in the early stages. If there are fewer items to be learned this 
alone must reduce the time required, and if there are fewer ambiguities there will be less confusion. 
All this is amply confirmed by research. Following a careful review of the evidence the authors of 
the Schools Council Report on i.t.a. came to this conclusion: 
 
There is no evidence whatsoever for the belief that the best way to learn to read in traditional 
orthography is to learn to read in traditional orthography. It would appear that the best way to learn 
to read in traditional orthography is to learn to read in the initial teaching alphabet" (p. 110, italics 
added). 
 
This conclusion may seem rather long winded to someone who is not familiar with the chief feature 
of education in England – the local autonomy of each individual state school. Each school is free to 
choose the instructional methods and materials which its principal and teachers believe are best for 
the boys and girls in their school. Hence a school using books printed in t.o. (traditional 
orthography) must be doing so because its teaching staff believes that t.o. is best. But the research 
evidence proves them wrong. On the other hand the belief that i.t.a. is best is supported by the 
evidence of research. 
 
The Bullock Committee accepts the evidence from the Schools Council survey of the research. All 
the many scientific investigations conducted have shown conclusively that t.o. is an important cause 
of difficulty and disability in reading. Therefore, teaching reading with books printed in t.o. is 
hazardous to children. On the other hand, Sir James Pitman's Initial Teaching Alphabet has been 
fount to raise standards of reading and writing and to cut down the incidence of reading failure by a 
substantial proportion. For example, the Bullock Report states: 
 

"Children tend to learn quickly how to spell in i.t.a. and they then have ready access to almost 
every word in their spoken vocabulary. The value of this for language experience activities is 
obvious. When groups of t.o. and i.t.a. children were matched in the British experiments, the 
writing produced by the latter was of consistently higher quality." (pp. 111-112). 

 
Anxieties over the transition from i.t.a. to t. o. in reading, writing and spelling have proved 
unfounded in research and actual practice. For example, the Bullock Report states that "there is no 
evidence of adverse side effects at a later stage." (p. 112) 
 
 



Negative Attitudes Toward i.t.a. 
Despite the wealth of evidence demonstrating that "the best way" to protect children against the 
hazardous complexities of t.o. is to use i.t.a. for initial instruction, some negative anti-i.t.a. attitudes 
persist in the teaching profession. The Bullock Report recognizes this fact: "The general reaction of 
many teachers to i.t.a. (the initial teaching alphabet) has been rather negative, and only 10 per cent 
of our sample schools containing infants were using the medium." (p. 110) There was even 
disagreement among the members of the Bullock Committee itself. Thus they say: "As a Committee 
we are not unanimous on the value of i.t.a." (p. 112) Nevertheless, all members of the Bullock 
Committee put their signatures to the whole Report which includes all the quotations given in this 
article. 
 
 

Conclusion – Take Another Look at i.t.a. 
The Schools Council Report made the very interesting observation that there was a correlation 
between attitudes toward i.t.a. and actual experience with i.t.a. in the class-room. The most positive 
attitudes were held by teachers who had tried i.t.a. The most negative attitudes were held by 
"experts" who had never seen i.t.a. in use. 
 
The Bullock Committee, in keeping with the British tradition of local autonomy in education, and 
on the basis of all the research evidence favouring i.t.a. recommends that "schools which choose to 
adopt it should be given every support." (p. 112) But of even greater importance is the Bullock 
Report's call for professional fair-mindedness in this matter: 
 
"We also feel that teachers should examine the question of i.t.a. on its merits. We hope they will 
make their own objective assessment of the various arguments for and against, and not accept the 
tendentious statements that are still made by some of its advocates and opponents!" (p. 112) 
 
These two conclusions seem appropriate for i.t.a. in British Columbia too. Are the B.C. schools 
which have chosen to adopt i.t.a. being "given every support"? For example, when will the B.C. 
Dept. of Education place i.t.a. materials on the officially approved list? Will more B.C. university 
professors of education and elementary school principals look beyond tendentious pro & con 
statements and examine the research evidence more objectively? 
 
* Reprinted by permission from The B.C. Teacher, Dec. 1975. 
 
[1] Dept. of Education and Science, A Language for Life (The Bullock Report). London: Her 
Majesty's Stationery Office, 1975, 609 pages, price £5 . 
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3. The Causes of Illiteracy & Recommendations for Action,  
by Valerie Yule* 

 
(Draft notes used to stimulate teachers' discussion groups) 
*Parkville, Vic. 3052, Australia. 
 

Summary 
I. The Causes of Literacy, which may be a better approach to looking for ways of reducing 
illiteracy. 
II. Factors in the culture: The possible influences of television, instant cultures, peer cultures. 

Alien school, alien books, alien work. 
III. Factors in the child: 

a. Intelligence 
b. Happiness 
c. Specific learning difficulties 
d. Motivation 

IV. Problems we set the child. 
a. English spelling 
b. Primer print 
c. Teachers 

V. Money and Facilities 
a. Fifth and last in importance 

VI. Is reading necessary? 
a. Reasons for reading 

VII. Principles of learning 
a. The ways people learn 
b. Aspects of learning 

 
The following notes are put forward as a basis for discussion and emendation and consideration of 
positive action – and should be taken as drafts only. Readers' comments, criticisms and further 
contributions are welcomed. 
 

I. The Causes of Literacy 
Since most people in the world are illiterate, it is reasonable to ask: how did the minority become 
literate rather than why the rest cannot read. 
A child is more likely to learn to read if 
1.  He lives in a developed country like ours, with its economic, social and educational advantages. 
2.  The child is not mentally or physically handicapped, is happy, wants to learn, and expects to be 

able to learn. 
3.  His family is not disturbed. They value and read books and enjoy showing books and reading to 

him from his early infancy; they love and have faith in him, give him opportunity to study, 
and have good relations with his school. 

4. Friends and schoolmates are also keen to learn, like books, admire excellence, and encourage 
each other. 

5.  Teaching is rational and straightforward, and the teacher is also keen and interested. 
6.  Results of learning to read are seen to be rewarding, e.g., Available books are 

enjoyable/helpful/stimulating. Readers find that through reading they have more opportunities 
to do what they want to do, e.g. re: interests, school progress, future career. Readers find life 
is made easier and more interesting because they can read. 

 



The following pages describe what happens - 
i. If these factors are not present. 
ii. If there are stumbling blocks instead. 

 
Each section will conclude with positive recommendations about what may be done. Add your own 
to them. 
 

II. Factors in our Culture Affecting Literacy 
People are what their culture makes them, more than they care to think. They want what their 
culture makes them want. The culture can make people want money, sex, religion, fighting, peace, 
color television, ingestion of noxious substances, continual change, no change, to walk on live coals 
or 7" clogs, stick spikes through their noses, love children, hate children – almost anything. 
 
Some cultures have valued literacy so highly that the average working-man could be well-read and 
respected, as in 19th century Scotland. Even in the twenties, and in classes of seventy, the healthy 
child who did not learn to read was practically unheard of in Scotland. 
 
Until 1956, middle-class Australia was not aware of a reading problem, and nobody bothered much 
about the illiterates who left primary school in the industrial areas. 
 
Today we bother because: 
i. More middle-class children are non-readers. 
ii. 'Working-class' non-readers are a liability in an increasingly technological society. 
iii. Increasing recognition of democratic rights of equality of opportunity, which is impossible 

without literacy. 
 
However, the culture is increasingly against learning. 
i. Television is an easier amusement. It is also possible that evidence is accumulating that infantile 

T.V. watching may discourage the acquisition of skills needed for reading and writing-
listening, language, memory, concentration, sequencing, etc. 

ii. 'Instant' culture, with emphasis on instant satisfactions and living in the present. Reading 
requires some effort to learn; it is not a passive process. And enjoying reading involves 
individualism and imagination. 

iii. Some prevailing sub-cultures in inner and western suburbs are actively hostile to school-
learning. It is hard to be a reader if none of your playmates are, and they laugh at you. Or if 
the home has no books, and parents do not read. Parents may even punish children who 'act 
smart,' and their mates may also bash them up if they 'think they're clever' or 'suck up to 
teacher.' In eastern suburbs the school-failure may still he scorned; in other places the 
majority 'failures' may bash up the sissies, so to be safe you play dumb. 

 
The alien school: 'We' vs. 'they,' teachers vs. parents. 'Mums keep out.' 'Migrants keep out,' and 
mutual suspicion. Parents discouraged from any involvement in education. 
 
Alien readers: The first reading material given to children is often alien to their interests, mediocre 
in style, trivial in content, and 'written down' in a way many children recognize. Consumer research 
would find that children's interests are not limited to the immediate world around them – the answer 
is not 'giving slum children slum stories.' It is the emotional experience and needs which are the 
determinates. (And sometimes their emotional experience needs widening, so that they can be more 
open to a wider range of interests.) Inner urban boys are particularly contemptuous of twee fiction; 
their interests are in the adult world of action and reality. 
 



Alien work: If parents have jobs which they openly hate, work attitudes tend to be transmitted to 
children's school work. 
 
Alien culture: Schools today are often equated with 'middle-class culture' and seen as an imposition 
on other classes which have 'their own culture.' In Australia, however, 
it is more likely we all have a common T.V. culture. Moreover, we need to be very careful in 
spotting what actually is an alien and objectionable imposition (e.g. 'middle- class' cut-throat 
competitive and acquisitive values, consumerism and conspicuous waste) and what is required for 
coping behaviour in any society from the beginning of history, whether capitalist, communist, 
anarchist or whatever. Some sentimentalists tend to equate 'non-coping' improvident and unthinking 
behaviour with working-class culture, and this should be resented. 
 
Conclusion: 'The Culture' is one of the basic factors in illiteracy, and this area is also one of the 
most difficult to tackle. 
 
Recommendations: 
1. Care for pre-school children that will ensure the positive emotional development and language 

development that can enable them to love learning and comprehend the world of books. 
2. Open education for all ages, with education credits. 
3. Campaigns to encourage adult reading-with reading to solve the leisure problem, develop wider 

interests, and to be an alternative to drugs and alcohol – both consolation and therapy. 
 

III. Factors in the Child 
A) 'Intelligence' 
1. 'Intelligence' tests tend to measure the intellectual abilities involved in reading well, hence the 
high correlation between 'intelligence' and ability to read. 
'Intelligence' tests measure:- 

a. Linguistic ability-fluency with words, word analysis, concept formation, etc. 
b. Memory 
c. Visual analysis and synthesis 
d. Concentration, perseverance, attention span in paper and pencil work 
e. Motivation in scholastic areas. 

 
Most non-readers score a retarded to low average I.Q., although more public fuss is made of the 
intelligent non- readers because their parents tend to be middle-class activists. 
 
2. However, with help, even quite moderately retarded children can sometimes learn to read well 
although they may not understand all they read. In the long run, motivation is more important than 
intelligence in mastering the mechanics of reading. 
 
3. 'Intelligence' is not completely determined by heredity. Environment can help or hinder a child to 
reach his full potential. 

i. Children deprived of love or environmental stimulation are more likely to be stunted. 
Happiness in the family is important. 

ii. Children's intellectual development is fostered by reading, so those who can read have a 
further advantage over those who fail to learn. 

 
Recommendations: 
1. Campaign to ensure that everyone realizes children's needs-to be born wanted and loved to 
healthy, happy mothers, to have secure relationships in early years, to be cared for psychologically 
as well as physically, with the company and interests of adults who will talk, play, read with them, 
and enjoy them. 



 
2. Prevent factors that might depress intellectual development, e.g.  

i. Children left in unsuitable conditions because both parents are forced to work at unpleasant, 
tiring, poorly paid jobs. (?parent-pay for one parent, ?child-development centres that are 
not primarily left-luggage centres.)  

ii. Reliance on T.V. as the universal baby-minder, preventing children's active learning. 
iii. Unwanted conceptions; non-coping, irresponsible, parents who see children as 

possessions, not as people. 
 
B). Happiness and literacy 
Sometimes an unhappy child may try to compensate for unhappiness by escaping into school-work. 
More often, he cannot concentrate on learning because of his anxieties. 
He may: 

a. withdraw into passivity, apathy, daydreams, quiet despair, or 
b. be extremely distractible, hyperactive, disrupting, unable to sit still, unable to concentrate 
sufficiently to learn, unable to do one day what he could do the day before, variable in mood, 
and often perplexing in behaviour. He may seem determined to fail, trying to fail, and if he 
does do good work, he may tear it up. 

 
The symptoms may be very like that of children with organic 'minimal multiple handicaps' – and 
there are also children who seem by nature much more vulnerable to emotional stress than others. 
 
Many children are already convinced they will fail in school before they even arrive there. They 
have learnt to see themselves as bad, naughty, stupid, always causing trouble, and do not know how 
to do anything except to live up to this. 
 
When a teacher has children like these in her class, the chances for high literacy are also reduced for 
the other children too, because the learning situation deteriorates through the disturbance they 
cause. Their behaviour also tends to affect the others, so that they start 'mucking around' too. 'When 
an idealistic teacher gives the children freedom to learn, many motivated children can leap ahead- 
but the disturbed child may become even more disruptive because he cannot control himself without 
external structures. 
 
The numbers of such unhappy and disturbed children are rapidly increasing, as many 
teachers know. 
 
Recommendations: 
1. The usual recommendations are to employ dozens more psychologists, social workers, etc. with 

more clinics, therapy, etc. Medication is increasingly used. This is all very expensive, and is 
like bandages for ulcers without removing the sources of infection and trauma. 

2. Special Schools. At present Special Schools for retarded children tend to become balding centres 
for disturbed children, to get them out of the regular schools. If special schools are necessary, 
they should be designed and staffed according to the problem needs of the children. 

3. Causes of unhappiness and disturbances. Some are in the child himself, and no family is 
guaranteed immunity from having a disturbed child. But far too much child- hood disturbance 
at present is from the environment adults provide when adults themselves are disturbed, 
insecure, rejecting, angry, irresponsible. Adults as well as children need to know the Facts of 
Living as well as the Facts of Life. The mind may boggle at pre-conception courses, 
procreation licenses, in-service parental training, a better use of T.V.-but we should boggle 
more at what kind of child-rearing goes on in too many Australian homes just now. 

 
C) Specific learning difficulties and illiteracy 



Children with even quite marked sensory deficits can often compensate for them in learning to read, 
and the organic 'word-blind' is really very rare indeed. 
 
There are patterns of behaviour often found in children who fail to learn to read, but these are not 
necessarily causes, only correlates, and one does not teach a child to read by teaching him to crawl 
first. (See my paper: 'I was a Dyslexic Bookworm'). Most children with similar difficulties do in 
fact seem to learn to read (e.g. with clumsiness, poor spatial orientation, mixed laterality, weak 
auditory memory, etc.) 
 
However, many children show characteristics which could make them more at risk to failure in 
reading and writing, and teachers should be aware of these in designing their class-teaching 
practices. 
 
1. Poor listening skills. Many children have learnt to tune out what they bear, rather than to listen to 

it. 
2. Poor visual memory. The development of this ability could possibly be handicapped by too much 

watching of transitory visual stimuli. Children need more training in sequential meaningful 
memory, preferably from the real world and books, rather than through inconsequential word 
games. 

3. Poor pencil skills. Little practice in manipulating things in play and drawing at home. Tracing 
and copying help here, even though art teachers may deplore it. 

4. Poor figure-ground discrimination: (Unable to sort out what is significant from what is 
unimportant in what they see or hear): 
i. Nearing. Many children cannot distinguish what is said if there is background noise of even 

a mild degree, although their hearing may be normal when tested by the usual methods. 
They fail to learn in open or inform- al classrooms if teachers do not realize their 
problems. 

ii. Visual. They fail to learn letters and words because they cannot sort out how to remember 
them. Flashcards are hopeless. Rooms full of visual stimulation confuse them. Teachers 
need to give them specific teaching on how to remember, and how to link memories to 
each other to make them easier to remember. 

5. Distractibility. Teachers like to give children a 'rich environment,' and even 'bombard them with 
stimuli,' but many of these children cannot concentrate in a rich environment at all-it is too 
distracting, and do better in a simple, attractive, orderly, predictable setting with minimum 
interference. 

6. Short attention span. They are bored very quickly, and want constant novelty. It is an art for the 
teacher to train them gradually, through interesting activities, to lengthen their attention span, 
keeping them motivated, while still giving other children maximum opportunity to keep going 
on activities of longer duration. 

7. Easily over-stimulated. They over-react to any excitement, and again it is a task for the teacher to 
keep the temperature down at a safe level, except on special occasions, and to be alert for 
signs that dampening down is needed to prevent trouble. 

8. 'Learning blocks' from previous failure become a serious emotional problem, and often need 
charismatic teaching to remove. The more you fail, the more you fail. 

9. Poor or variable memory can be helped if the basic steps that children must learn in reading, 
math, etc. are retained in the workbooks the children are using – and are not continually torn 
out and thrown away after the day's (or week's) work. 

10. Bad learning habits: Watch out for bad habits such as:  
- wrong grasp of a pencil, so that writing can never improve. 
- wrong formation of letters, so that writing cannot improve.  
- 'burnt child' reading, in which children cannot bear to look at print carefully (like a girl who thinks 

herself ugly cannot look in the mirror to try to improve her appearance).  



Teacher's pressure cannot discourage this habit – the criticism can only increase the aversive 
conditioning. The fear of failure has to be taken off the child, e.g. letting the child direct his 
reading, not you. Instead of forcing him to gag away, let him point with a pencil at any words 
he wants you to read for him, and let him determine himself which words bother him. 

- 'jumping eyes' which roam all over a page and get lost, instead of going left to right along a page 
of print. Some children do need a card or finger under the line to help correct their bad habit. 

- mechanical reading, with no idea of using context for clues, or getting meaning from what is read. 
If children are interested in what they get to read, then there, is less risk of this. 

- Pottering. This fine art is developed in childhood, and skill in resisting a teacher's pressure to work 
develops quickly in this challenging game. Sometimes the problem is worsened because the 
children feel they just have to go on and on at unending tasks, one after the other, but a clock 
in the front of the room, and knowledge of the program and helping to decide it, can often 
help. Children can often settle down to a task if they know it is only for five minutes, 
especially if they know the teacher cares enough to check what they do. 

11. Missed stages. Here I am not talking of some supposed hiatus in neurological development in 
the brain, but the fact that often children cannot read because they have missed out or 
forgotten some vital step of the reading process – and usually imagine they have missed out 
more than they have. Children changing schools or chronically sick are particularly at risk. 

It can be a good idea to take the whole class rapidly through the ten basic steps in learning to read at 
the beginning of the year, to ensure no-one has been left out, or forgotten over the holidays: 
i.e. 

The alphabet, sounds of the alphabet, vowel symbols, digraphs, consonant blends, syllables, the 
most common 200 sight words, the difference between sensible spelling and 'silly spelling,' 
how to use context, and the recognition of spelling patterns. 

12. Medication can occasionally affect children's ability to concentrate or pay attention. Check with 
parents, to ensure classroom management is appropriate. (Other children may be failing to 
learn because they need medical attention, or because medication needs modification from 
time to time. Often when both parents are working, the teacher is the only adult to notice this.) 

 
Recommendations – in addition to the specific comments above: 
Campaign for better School Medical Services, with more personnel so that there can be adequate 

screening for sensory defects in pre-school, infant school, and regularly thereafter. 
Refer parents to National Acoustic Laboratories if children's hearing is at all suspect. (Attention is 

free) 
Psychologists can sometimes help if children seem to defy diagnosis. 
Talk with parents. Find out if something is bothering the child. 
 
D) Motivation and Illiteracy 
1. Most of the great debate about illiteracy tends to assume that if you apply the right learning 
powder to a child, he will learn. He is passive, like a non-functioning machine. 
 
But watch how often a child – or any human – will resist things done to him 'for his own good,' and 
resist learning either passively or actively – often consciously, often unconsciously – aw for all sorts 
of reasons, many not even associated with school at all. 
 
Smaller classes may in fact not be the only way of coping with illiteracy for such children. We 
forget how often what teachers see as 'giving a child individual attention' is seen by the child as 
'having pressure put on him' – and like any individual defending his liberty, he resists such direct 
attack. 
 
In the past, many children learnt to read because:- 



i. Their parents saw education as the child's opportunity to rise in the world, and encouraged 
and supported the child and the school, or 
ii. It was the cuts and a clip on the car for the child if he did not learn. Many were also 
motivated by fear of punishments such as public shame in 'reading round the class.' 

 
We don't use those negative reinforcements now – others might – but what positive motivation for 
school learning can be given to a child who has never developed generalized curiosity, who does 
not want to please teacher, or possibly likes the challenge of resisting – or whose parents reckon 
they were never any good at school anyway, and whose attitude to school teachers easily flares into 
hostility. 
 
How do you motivate children who think books are sissy, who don't care two hoots for gold stars or 
other such rewards, who never imagine a future and what hopes or insecurity it might hold, and who 
live only in the present? 
 
Recommendation. Change the conditions that produce such children – behavioural scientists and 
advertisers know enough about attitude change. 
 

a. Read to them in beginning infant school so as to instill a liking for books and a desire to be 
able to read. 

 
2. What is there to read – to motivate children to read? 

i. The answer is not to fill books with pictures or try to put in print what is better and easier on 
T.V. 

ii. Because of our difficult spelling, it is at least three years before most children can read at 
the level of their mental age what interests them. By that time, too many are turned off. 

Teachers should investigate means whereby children can read at their mental-age level very 
early, despite present spelling (e.g., initial teaching spellings, 'cribs' for harder words, 
double-decker spellings, color methods, etc. I like the MacDonald non-fiction books, 
too. 

iii. Teachers must 'be aware of children in our schools today who have such language 
handicaps, including limitation of vocabulary, that often they cannot comprehend books 
written for children of the same age even ten or twenty years ago, including some of the 
so-called 'children's classics'. 

iv. Today many books try to start 'where the children are,' just as Victorian books tried to end 
'where the children ought to be,' bin the children still elude them. Too often books 
written supposedly for 'disadvantaged children' feed into their difficulties and problems, 
rather than realizing their strengths and possibilities. 

v. Teaching children the mechanics of reading is not enough for a literate, civilized society. 
What are they to read as adults? The paperbacks on the bookstalls? 

The newspapers and petty journals? 'Where is that enlargement of the mind, those widened 
horizons? It is said that the barely literate are the most gullible people there can be for 
the demagogue, the advertiser, and the con man. 

 
IV. The Problems that We Set the Child 

Why not make it easier for children to learn to read by trying to change the task instead of the 
children? 'Why not?  
 
A) English Spelling 
The people who tend to become educated tend to be those who found learning to read an easy task. 
The experts on reading problems today are educated people who found learning to read easy, and 



cannot understand why spelling reform is necessary for those who find it hard – like athletes who 
say crutches are unnecessary for the crippled. 
 
For those who find reading hard in any case, English spelling is the barbed-wire barricade that 
crowns their problems and booby-traps all their attempts. Those handicapped by English spelling 
are: 

i. Children who are immigrants, socially disadvantaged, dull or retarded, sensorily 
handicapped, emotionally disturbed, and labelled 'dyslexic.' 

ii. Adults who are immigrants, drop-outs, or generally not coping, or labelling themselves 
'dyslexic.' 

iii. Students overseas in countries where English is used as a medium of education (e.g. many 
developing African and Asian countries). What sort of non-aid are we giving them 
there? 

iv. Countries and peoples who need English as a second language, the common language in a 
linguistically diverse state, or in international affairs. 

 
It is very difficult to learn to speak English unless you live in an English-speaking home, because 
English spelling prevents you learning from reading, as you can in many other languages once you 
have the basic sound-symbol correspondences. 
 
There is a great deal of research evidence to show that English spelling is complicated, unreliable 
and misleading, and anyone who doubts that it is, or who quotes Chomsky 
or some other highly literate and theoretical pundit, can apply to this author for bibliographies. 
 
Spelling also handicaps:- 

i. Bright children in primary school, who cannot read at their mental age level. 
ii. Primary teachers, who have to waste so much of their lives teaching English spelling-with 

so little obvious success – at the expense of what education should really be all about. 
iii. Teaching children to think-since if you encourage children to think, they refuse to learn 

silly spelling. You are asking them to submit to an irrational imposition of a stupid adult 
world. One reason why more boys than girls remain illiterate is that boys, even in Prep. 
school, tend to be more independent and logical, and jib at what is obviously erratic or 
stupid. 

 
The sociology of English spelling is a fascinating study, and includes aspects such as the Mandarin 
elite, spelling used as a mark of caste, as an initiation rite, as a sacred symbol, as a shibboleth, as an 
addictive habit, and as a symptom of resistance to social change. 
 
There is also the radical swing to the opposite extreme – let's have no spelling rules, however 
sensible, and every-one spells as he likes. This would bedevil communication even further. 
 
Precedents: Other countries have reformed their spelling, some radically, like Korea, Turkey and 
Russia; others simply moderated abuses, like Holland and Malaysia. China plans a phonetic 
spelling. They have not lost their culture or heritage or law and order, through spelling reform. (The 
letter killeth, the spirit giveth life.) 
 
How can spelling be reformed? Even if this is a difficult, controversial question, it should be 
tackled. Change is inevitable, and the sooner the better. Change, or decay, 
 
Recommendations: 
1. Encourage and sponsor experiment and research in reformed spelling, including the use of 

sensible spellings as initial teaching media; paragraphs with 'double-decker' (dubl-dekr) 



spelling to familiarise the public, in the press; experiments with dubl-dekr spelling in public 
documents; etc. to aid poor readers (the good readers need not read what is strange to them). 
There is a precedent in the way notices, etc. are often printed in several languages. Add 
another spelling. (Cutting out unnecessary letters, replacing misleading ones, making vowels 
as sensible as is possible before a consistent vowel system is established) 

2. Teachers of reading must make sure children do not think they are silly because they find spelling 
hard. Make clear from the start that some spelling is sensible, but some is silly. Children then 
often cheer up greatly and tackle the subject with more efficiency and hope. 

 
B) Primer print 
1. The fault is in the letters. 
Children's reversal problems currently arouse tremendous fuss and efforts at remediation. All 
children face them at the beginning, and some continue failing into adulthood. 
 
Why not change the problem instead of the children, by changing the letters? , 
 
Primer print, used to teach children to read, is designed to make the letters all look as much alike as 
possible! The idea is they will be easier to write, and look near – but it does make them harder to 
distinguish. I learnt to read in spite of reversal problems because I used the clue of the serifs on 
ordinary print like this – but primer print does not even have 'that. For too many letters, the only 
distinction is in direction, and that is a distinction most five year olds find hard to understand. Why 
not change'? – seeking individuality, not uniformity: 
y g b d p q f i j l t h m n u o c e k r v w x z s – change to serif print with distinctiveness in every 
letter: 
y g b d p q f i j l t h m n u o c e k r v w x z s – or even more so 
 
C) See-and-say 
Try learning even ten flash-cards with squiggles on yourself, and see how you forget one as you 
learn another, unless you have some clues about how to analyse and comprehend these squiggles. 
Children do need to learn some hopeless spellings as sight words, and some have difficulty with a 
purely phonic approach, but children at risk to failure usually find learning more than a few flash-
cards very hard, and if they are the first steps in reading, without guidance about how to memorise 
them, they may give up trying. 
 
D) Teaching and illiteracy 
No system of teaching reading is foolproof, because anything that can be done at all can be done 
badly. 
 
However, there are some rather neglected psychological facts about learning that should be 
remembered. 
 
1. Starting children before they are ready. Many children are ready to read by three, but some others 

do not seem 'developmentally ready' in spite of intelligence, until seven or even eight – and by 
that time they have built up such tremendous failure complexes that they seem permanently 
'dyslexic.' Other children may be ready to read, but not to write, and suffer if they have to 
learn through writing. 

Some 'solutions' sometimes make the problem worse, e.g., if you just 'wait until the child shows he 
is ready to learn' you may wait forever, if he is not given appropriate encouragement. (This 
problem needs more discussion.) 

2. Until a skill is overlearnt, it is easily forgotten without continuing practice, well beyond first 
learning. Children often learn to read, and then forget again, without practice. 



3. But going through the motions of practice and drill passively is not enough. Unless the children 
are excited and interested, and things go with a swing, you may even be setting up aversive 
conditioning by making them slog away. 

4. Motivated children can learn very very quickly (like little boys discriminating makes of cars). 
Teachers usually under-estimate this, and then the children live down to their expectations. 
Once you have established that a child is ready to learn, get him learning as quickly as he can. 
If a child has developed emotional blocks, teachers must often use the running-jump 
technique to get him over his block before it has a chance to trap him. 

5. The best way to learn to read is by reading, not by gimmicks, and reading what the child 
chooses, even if someone has to supply all the hard words. 'Word-games, etc. only add variety 
to the over-learning. When teachers read to children, let some look over your shoulder at the 
words and let some who would like it, see what they can make of any words in the book after 
you have read it aloud. 

6. The mechanics of reading make a skill like swimming, and teachers can learn from sports coaches 
who teach beginners with system, efficiency and enthusiasm. They do not rely on discovery 
learning, any more than piano-teachers, for only a few children can make the necessary 
'discoveries.' Too many children do not 'intuitively realise' like the textbooks say they do. The 
teacher must make sure that both she and the children know what the steps of reading are – 
rather than pottering round in a disorganized way hopefully saying you are being 'eclectic.' 
You aren't. 

The skill of walking must be learnt the hard way before children are free to discover the world. 
The skill of reading must be learnt the hard way before children are free to discover more worlds. 
7. Going at their own pace. Without stimulus or encouragement, most people go slower than their 

own pace. Too many children underestimate themselves. We all can do more than we think 
we can. 

 
V. Money and Facilities 

a. Fifth and last – in importance. 
1 While school buildings and equipment are needed, large sums do not ensure better teaching nor 

better learning. 
2. Lincoln learned in a one-room log cabin – because he was motivated. 
3. Money is needed to try out new ideas in teaching – to test these ideas in classroom experiments, 

and to evaluate the new methods (mediums) used in reaching. 
 

VI. Is Reading Really Necessary? 
You may read – yes, read – in the 'Harvard Educational Review' and other journals, that it is not 
really necessary for everyone today to learn to read. Only a few need to, to keep society going. And 
you will hear many people, including teachers of reading, echoing this, and saying it does not 
matter if pupils do not learn to read, as long as they are happy and can communicate orally. (They 
say this because of their own inability to teach everybody to read.) 
 
Reasons for needing reading: 
1. It is impossible for a person to remember everything he needs to know today-and it is not always 

possible to find out things from non-written sources. Even when we simply have to push 
buttons on computer banks or T.V. storage, we will have to have some information-
processing using symbols that is quicker than listening to the human voice and clearer than 
pictures. 

2. So many ideas and feelings can be conveyed through the written word that cannot be 
communicated easily through other media. The reader can proceed at his own pace, pondering 
as he will, meeting the writer half way, so to speak. Ideas can be more logically set out, linear 
thinking is facilitated (and must always have a place to avoid an incoherent society), greater 



subtlety and precision is possible. The written word gives the individual a better chance of not 
being misunderstood. 

3. Records of the past, records for present living, for teaching and learning, for further 
understanding, for technology, for making and doing. 

4. Reading for leisure and pleasure and consolation. The book is so often, if it is a great book, more 
satisfying than a film because you can use it to make your own world. 

5. Dimensions of living – more depth and breadth through poetry, philosophy, history, novels, 
religious writings, reading about the world around us. Certainly the other media also extend 
our dimensions of living – but why at the cost of this? Why give the senses their rightful place 
at the cost of more cerebral modes? 

6. Getting around and surviving in the community requires ability to read signs, notices, 
instructions, documents. If you can't, you are relatively helpless, feel out of society, and if you 
are out of society, you are more likely to find yourself afoul of it. There is a high correlation 
between illiteracy and delinquency. 

7. Oral communication is not an adequate substitute – and in any case, is improved if one can read. 
8. The medium is the message. Consider the limitations of television or electrodes straight to the 

brain. 
 

VII. Using Principles of Learning to Prevent Reading Failure in the Classroom  
-Practical suggestions 
Avoid teaching practices which may confuse or provoke children at risk to learning difficulties. M. 
D. Vernon, the doyenne of reading research, long ago concluded, 'The fundamental and basic 
characteristic of reading disability appears to be cognitive confusion and lack of system.' 
(Backwardness in Reading, C.U.P., 1957). 
 
To the teacher: 
If you cannot think of a good Learning-Principle reason for one of your present teaching practices, 
drop it, since you may be keeping the children quiet, but you won't be turning them on to reading. 
(e.g. why should children copy 'Nancy had nine pins' from the board?) 
 
Try instead taking up one Learning Principle each week, and putting it into practice every way you 
can, to make sure you integrate it into your normal teaching-and evaluate the result. Write your own 
recipes for action – you know your own situation. 
 
A) The Ways People Learn 
1. Intelligent learning: deliberately trying to understand and learn. Motivation is essential, and 
children learn because: 

a. they fear consequences if they don't, or 
b. they enjoy rewards if they do, or 
c. they have learnt to enjoy learning as much as eating jollies. 

 
They learn to enjoy learning because: 

a. natural curiosity has been encouraged, not squashed or distorted; 
b. they see adults, teachers, classmates, enjoying learning 
c. nothing succeeds like success, and they are succeeding. They have pleasant associations 
with learning. 

 
2. Conditioning. (Reaction or dumb learning). Almost any animal without thinking learns to repeat 
behaviour that is rewarded within seconds in a particular situation, and to avoid behaviour that is 
punished within seconds in a particular situation. 
 



Because of English spelling, a good deal of children's learning to read is through conditioning, and 
children with appropriate aptitudes learn to read quickly because they are quickly rewarded with 
success and approval-but the more children make mistakes under usual conditions, the more 
correction and pressure they receive. They tend to associate the correction with punishment and 
nervously continue to make mistakes and be confused through aversion conditioning. 
 
B) Aspects of learning 
1. Chain-learning and structure. 'Education is making connections.' You can learn far more if it is 
linked together than if it is in little bits. (e.g. a song can often be learnt in one go – but how long 
would it take to learn the words and notes all mixed up?) 
 
Links for making learning easier can be: 
Rhythm (a swinging beat for class recitation can be fun.)  
Logic (it must be meaningful) 
Revision ('overlearning' and linking past with present work)  
Visual charts (each piece of work is related to the chart)  
Wall displays of the curriculum that stay up all year. 
The children's own books kept with each stage intact, instead of all thrown out or taken home and 
thrown out each day. 
 
2. Small children's learning. Teachers usually under-estimate how much young children can learn 
because: 

a. Children learn very slowly what does not interest them, and very fast what does. 
b. Teachers concentrate too much on drill and repetition, without using chain-learning and 

advance-organizers. Children forget what they have learnt before if they do not have the 
books still with them. 

c. Children need to learn something in one stable structure as a 'core'. Presenting everything 
always in different and isolated forms and order is confusing for them. 

d. Many children switch off early because what they are given in learning to read is so far 
below their mental age. 

e. Teachers talk at small children, forgetting that many can only remember 3 'bits' at a time. 
Cut up and link instructions, etc. e.g. final reading of a sentence to copy from the board: 
you-can-make-a-cake 
with-flour-eggs-butter 
milk-and-sugar 

Emphasise the rhythm for easier auditory memory and recital while copying. 
f. Incidental learning: Give children every opportunity to practise reading sentences even if 

you think they are too young – e.g. all handout work-pages should have sentences on 
them, whatever drawings, etc. there are also. Read the sentences slowly from the board, 
so children can hear you sound-blending, slowly the first time ('Any-one know what I 
said?') then faster and faster until everyone recognizes it, then perhaps slowly again. 

When you read stories, always have two children looking over your shoulder to follow the 
words – and let children try to see what they can recognize from the book immediately 
afterwards. 

Don't give children 'useless sentences' e.g. 'Mary has a red ball,' but something useful to know 
or stimulating to think: 'The sun is a ball of fire.' 

Words are best learnt and used in context rather than in flash-cards or games that do not use 
chain-learning. 

  



3. Characteristics of poor learners:  
1) Poor listening skills 

a) Short-term memory. Many prep. children can remember only one statement at a time. Two 
statements and they forget both. Upper grades may be a little better. When teaching 
important lessons, remember this: chaining associations and structured learning are 
better than giving bits and pieces. These children do not learn language 'by being bathed 
in it,' they tune out under the verbiage. They learn by being talked with, not at. 

b) Figure-ground discrimination. Many children require a quiet background to bear the lesson, 
because they cannot discriminate significant sound in the presence of other noise, 
although no hearing defect is found by the usual screening. Many classrooms today give 
them little chance. 

2) Poor visual skills. Again figure-ground discrimination is often a major problem, as well as 
learning to blank out too much transitory visual stimuli. These children can't work out how to 
remember letters and words; they have to be given specific teaching on how to observe cues 
to help them, i.e. meaning is more important than drill for memory. More than a few 
flashcards are hope- less, and rooms full of visual stimulation like Victorian drawing-rooms 
are confusing, particularly when often changed. 

3) Rapid forgetting. Teachers assume that once something is learnt, it is not forgotten – as if adults 
too remembered all they learnt. These children become unnerved as well as punished because 
they seem to learn one day, forget the next. Variability of capacity is only one factor – there is 
also: 
a) Poor attention in the first place. They don't expect to remember, and many are so 'pushed' 

by adults they tend to expect the adult to make the effort for them completely. The 
skilled teacher teaches how to learn. She knows how to vary her teaching to suit the 
learnability of the child. Drill and repetition are just tedious parroting otherwise. 

b) Overstimulation. Multimodality and multi-gimmick experiences can confuse these 
children. The best way to learn a skill is to practice using it enjoyably and with 
meaning, e.g. reading and re-reading a favourite book, rather than playing games or 
reading and re- reading a tedious reader. 

c) Need for explicit structure. Don't expect him to intuitively extract what is meaningful from 
the 'bombardment of stimuli' and 'enrichment' indiscriminately provided 'throwing 
books and children together.' He can remember structured, clear material in a stable 
context better – e.g. let him get used to letters in one sequence, to learn them by 
association, before jumbling them up. Keep key charts of previous work on the wall.  

d) Long-term memory. End each day with a two-minute revision of 'what we learnt today,' 
begin with a two-minute review of 'what we learnt yesterday,' do the same at the 
beginning of the week, the term, and the year. Make it a snappy game, not a tedious 
over- haul. 

Do not let children destroy what they do each day. Encourage a record of work that continues 
from year to year even, so they can see their own progress. Poor work only points up 
how much better they can do tomorrow, rather than shame for today. 

4) Unlikelv to 'transfer training.' It is better to teach him directly what he needs to learn, than 
something else hoping he will transfer the principles. Much 'pre-reading' teaching practice 
assumes transfer of training too easily. 

5) Rigidity. Can't unlearn bad habits once learnt. Prevent these children from learning in the first 
place to form letters awkwardly, hold a pencil clumsily, look at words as unanalysable 
wholes, spend lessons pottering or winning battles with the teacher. 

6) Distractibility. Another reason to have uncluttered, unchaotic classrooms. 
7) Short attention-span. It is an art to train these children to gradually extend their attention span 

through interesting fast-moving activities at first, while still giving maximum opportunities to 
those able to keep going longer. 



8) Poor powers of generalisation. They find it hard to develop 'band-width' in matching, so they 
need help in categorising not-quite similar sounds or letters. 

9) Poor pencil skills. Tracing and copying help here, even though dogmatic art teachers may 
deplore it. Children are often better doctors than the teachers in deciding what size paper, 
what size writing, whether lines or no lines, help them best, and should be allowed their 
choice, even though it may vary from time to time. 

10) Poor organizing ability. Their books are soon a mess. Teachers can often mark 'beginning 
points' in books, to prevent chaos. 

11) Scanning difficulties. They lose their place in a book easily. Let them have 'scanning cards,' and 
have scanning games finding words and letters in books they must scan properly. 

12) Unrealistic ambition. Particularly in a competitive atmosphere, these children will give up and 
fail outstandingly. Progress, trying, 'sportsmanship' when they are not succeeding, and 
willingness to be mediocre rather than a failure, are qualities to be encouraged in the class 
ethos. 

13) Readily giving up. This is encouraged not only by parents' and teachers' conscious or 
unconscious messages that the child is hopeless, but also by teaching practices that 
a) Encourage confusion (unsequenced lessons, cluttered or disorderly classrooms, pottering, 

no revision or revision done in a tedious way that children tune out). 
b) Give the message that the task is endless. Children can be overwhelmed rather than 

stimulated by 'thousands and thousands of books,' by the prospects of dozens of dull 
little reading books to read through one after the other, by the tremendous array of 
audio-visual equipment assembled to teach him reading. 'It must be a terrible task,' he 
thinks. Such a child would be better off learning to read under a gumtree with a stick in 
the dust. 

(Note: Many primary teachers too, are currently overwhelmed by notions of how complicated and 
technical a task it is to teach reading and they dare not try. They can't follow all the learned 
literature and are far too impressed by it. They need modelling experience of how to teach reading 
in their own classroom rather than a lot of theory they bewail they cannot put into practice.) 
14) Invidious comparisons. The child with learning difficulties looks at the child who has no 

problems, and gives up, particularly if he is put into a lower group. Yet the 'brighter' children 
can be used as encouraging pace-makers and helpful colleagues when a classroom is the 
model of a mutual-help community. It often helps a child with difficulties when he is set to 
teach a younger child, and learns by teaching. 

15) Anxiety. It is extremely anxiety-arousing to be failing at school. Help children to understand 
their limitations and be willing to fight against them, e.g. if children are recognised to be 
variable from day to day, there can be less hassle on the 'bad days' because you and they have 
an understanding that on 'good days' they will work like blazes. 

Children should also know that you know that as they grow older, they will be able to do what they 
cannot do now; they are not hopeless. 

 
4. Prevention is better than Remediation. 
a. Preventing confusion from the start. 
1. 'Children can learn to read by any method' does not mean they will learn without any method or 

that all will learn by the same method. A systematic, flexible program is necessary. 
2. Try for 'open-ended' programs, which ensure that every child understands the first very simple 

step, while challenging others to use their initiative. 
3. Ensure that children have techniques about how to do things, e.g. how to remember letters, what 

cues to look for, how to form letters, how to hold a pencil, etc. 
4. Tell the children what it's all about. Explain and keep a chart on the wall showing learning plans 

for the year. 



5. Put up a large attractive clear alphabet, spelling and number charts on the wall, and relate all 
basic skill work to the appropriate part of the chart, so children realise there is some structure 
and get the idea of it. 

6. Relate one day's work to the next, one term's work to the next, and co-operate with the other 
grades, so there is proper revision and continuity. 

7. Take each child quickly through the basic steps of the basic skills, to fill any gaps. (Change of 
schools wrecks many children). 

 
b. Preventing habits and attitudes of failure. 
1. juggle groups, if any, so that in a week everyone has been in the top and the bottom, so mobility 

remains possible and no one feels permanently bottomed. Use mixed-ability groups often, 
with children helping each other. 

2. Give all children practice in reading books they like that are not too hard for them, in which they 
run the show, pencil-pointing to all words they want read for them, rather than adults pushing 
them along, demanding they try and criticising their mistakes. 

3. Keep records of what they do, so they can keep improving on it. 
4. Rewards for progress, rather than for competitive achievement, and for trying, even if mistakes 

are made. 
5. Many children have personalities that prefer to fail outstandingly if they can't shine at the top. 

Help them to be prepared to be mediocre at the start. Role-plays can help. 
 
5. Motivation. 
a. The first lesson-learning to want to read. 
1. Ensure all children have experience of being read stories they like in an affectionate, individual 

situation, looking on the book. (With the help of teachers' aides, other children, parents, etc.) 
2. Let children choose books to learn to read from, even from hard books and help them with the 

hard words. Let them help buy library and class books. 
3. Many 'SLD' children are overwhelmed by 'so much to read, too much.' A few really good, 

popular books in the classroom are better than piles of trivia. 
4. Try to ensure that every child finds a favourite book to read and re-read, and possibly be given at 

the end of the year. 
5. Encourage parents to read and talk about books with children, e.g. at bed-time, picture books for 

babies from one year on. 
6. Let the school encourage parents to read, as examples to their children. 
 
6. Conclusion. Putting ideas into practice. 
Teachers can be overwhelmed as well as pupils. Practise one untried recommendation each day, or 
week, to fix it securely in your teaching in the most appropriate way for you, rather than attempting 
the lot at once and within a term finding yourself back to square one, 'disillusioned' and 'browned-
off' saying, 'It's asking too much of a poor classroom teacher.' 
 

-o0o- 
 
  



4. Text of policy statement on spelling reform of the  
Victorian Action Committee Against illiteracy, (VACAI) 

An organization originating from the concern of parent and teacher organizations about illiteracy 
problems. The statement was prepared after 3 months' active study and discussion, at the request of 
the Victorian technical teachers' union seeking guidelines for its own attitude. (Aug. 1975). 
 
"The difficulties of English spelling are a major handicap for many learners, particularly those 
already facing other handicaps. On consideration of the evidence so far before it, VACAI 
emphatically points out that we consider the basic cause of illiteracy to lie in the injustices of our 
economic system, and that spelling reform in our society could become a diversion in the fight 
against illiteracy. 
 
However, we have arrived at the following conclusions: 
a) Modification of the irregularities of English spelling is both desirable and possible.  
b) The modification proposed (Spelling Reform 1) is in line with the way spelling has changed in 

the past, and if given a trial, could either point the way to further reforms, or demonstrate its 
impracticability.  

c) As the meeting-place of English and American spelling, Australia is in a unique position to 
pioneer.  

d) In the current climate of change, a unilateral modification such as SR-1 is likely to be taken up, 
once the way has been led.  

e) There is some evidence that the opposition to reform by some of the more literate and vocal 
sections of the community is not shared by the public, particularly the less literate. 

However, caution is still required. There are still questions to ask and problems to be overcome  
 
"While favourable to spelling reform and open-minded in its encouragement of research -and 
experimentation, VACAI does not at present regard the promotion of reform as part of our mandate 
in our fight against illiteracy. 
 
VACAI therefore recommends that for a two-year period: 
1. Research, experimentation and investigation in spelling and spelling reform should be actively 

encouraged by all concerned with illiteracy. 
2. Teachers and the public generally should become familiar with the issues. 
3. Students, teachers and members of the public generally who choose to try SR-1 (spelling the 

short 'e' sound with 'e.' as in 'bet') should not be penalised; i.e. that dual spellings be permitted, 
as they are in many words already in dictionaries. 

 
A review of the situation and of the conclusions of research and investigation is then called for 
in 1977." 
Comments by Harry Lindgren in Spelling Action, Oct. 1975 
Conclusions a to e are entirely to our taste, and so are the last two recommendations. As for the 
first, we've alredy had research, experimentation and investigation by the shipload, getting us 
nowhere. We don't need it to find out how to carry out spelling reform. What we do need is to find a 
means of putting it across. 
 
As for conclusion e, I'm happy to find others who share my opinion in this matter, undeterred by the 
avalanche of opposition to the ATF resolution released by the Press. What of it? At present a 
society opposed to metrication is collecting signatures by the thousands, all to no avail. It would be 
the same if they got signatures by the hundred thousand, for metrication is right, the authorities 
know it, and aren't going to be put off. Spelling reform deserves the same attitude by the 
Government. 

-o0o- 
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5. Illiteracy. Is English Spelling a Significant Factor? by Marjorie Chaplin.  
 
* C/o S.S.S., London, England. 
* A paper presented at the First International Conference of the Simplified Spelling Society, at 
College of All Saints, London. 
 
According to a pamphlet published by the British Association of Settlements in May, 1974 [1], 
there are at least two million 'functionally illiterate' adults in England and Wales. This term is used 
to describe those who can read a little, but whose attainment is so low that in practice it is more or 
less useless to them. This is a scandal in the Britain of today. 
 
In my opinion, the irrationality of the English spelling system is an important factor, among a great 
number, contributing to the high level of reading failure and illiteracy in English-speaking 
countries. I am very concerned at the lack of recognition of this fact in educational circles.  
 
Just what are the causes of reading backwardness? 
 
Almost all educationists, social workers and others agree on a number of major causes of reading 
retardation. 
a) Social causes: bad housing, overcrowding, lack of child care facilities where mothers are out at 
work; 
b) educational causes: large classes in First schools, changes of school, changes of teacher, absence 
from school, late discovery of reading failure, and insufficient remedial help after discovery; 
c) causes related to the family situation: over-mothering, leading to late development of 
independence, over-anxious parents or lack of parental interest, lack of time for talking in the home, 
leading to speech retardation; and emotional disturbance due to tensions in the home, broken 
families, and so on; 
d) secondary to all these causes, there is a child's loss of confidence in his ability to learn to read, 
because he has fallen behind others of his own age, or even behind a younger brother or sister. 
 
While there is a considerable degree of agreement that all these factors play a part in reading failure, 
other theories are more controversial. 
 
Some claim that a child may have an inborn weakness as regards visual memory for shapes, or an 
accident of birth in the form of 'cross-laterality,' such as left-handedness but right eye dominance; 
some children's tendency to reverse letters or words, mirror fashion, is also widely regarded as a 
cause of reading retardation. 
 
Shortcomings in the methods of teaching reading and writing in the schools of today and of the 
recent past are also blamed for reading failure. 
 
Finally, the nature of our English spelling is blamed, and although at present the number of those 
who consider it would be worth while to reform our spelling seems to be small, there are thousands 



who would agree that learning to read in the English language is made much more difficult by its 
irregular spelling. 
 
 

Experience In Teaching Retarded Readers 
Having taught in an Open Air School for delicate children, and a School for Partially-sighted Boys, 
my last 14 years were at a Remedial Reading Centre. In consultation with the educational 
psychologist, the schools selected children to attend the Centre three times a week, the rest of 
school hours being spent in their normal school classes. 
 
Before selection all were given Reading Age and I.Q. tests. No child with a so-called IQ of less than 
80 was admitted, and in practice very few had an IQ below 90. (I say 'so-called IQ' because I am 
among those who have reservations as to exactly what an IQ test establishes.) Most of the time that 
I worked at the Remedial Centre, I was working with a colleague who, like myself, was completely 
convinced of the necessity of teaching by the phonic method. The children came to us in small 
groups of five or six, so that we were able to make considerable use of games, to give practice in 
recognition of digraphs, and in word-building. We agreed to pool our ideas for games and picture-
clues, and gradually we developed what was virtually a systematic, programmed course in reading 
by phonics. We also built up a wide range of simple books to read, including the earlier books in a 
number of Infants reading schemes. 
 
Children in any one group were usually of similar age and had a similar level of reading attainment. 
In other respects their problems might be very varied, but experience showed that, in spite of this, 
almost all of them made an immediate and very positive response to the learning of phonics. Over 
my entire period at the Centre, the number who resisted the phonic approach, or who failed to 
benefit by it, was so small that those particular children stand out in my mind as exceptions. 
 
Some experts may be horrified to learn that I made no use of preliminary diagnostic tests. I did not 
worry as to whether a child had crossed laterality, nor whether their visual, oral or spatial abilities 
were the more developed. Neither was a new group, on arrival, invited to do painting or clay-
modelling to acclimatise them. Such activities were left until the last 15 or 20 minutes of the 
session. I used 
to plunge straight in, and say to them, 'You are coming here so that I can help you to be good 
readers. I know you think reading is difficult. But I am going to teach you a very easy way. I am 
going to teach you the sounds of all the letters, and then teach you how to join the sounds to make 
words.' 
 
I immediately set them to work matching up sets of letter cards with picture cards – a for apple, b 
for bat and ball, etc. Yes, indeed – 'out of the Ark,' as many would say! But it worked. Boys of 11 or 
12 made no protest because this was something they deeply wanted to know about. 
 
A few children did know the sounds of some letters on arrival; a smaller number could sound th, sh, 
ch. But in all my experience at the Centre, so far as I remember, not one child knew the sounds 
represented by vowel digraphs, apart possibly from ee. 
 
As soon as a few letter sounds were firmly established by games, further types of games were 



played to give practice in 'building' words, (or blending, as it is sometimes called). The time 
children took to develop the knack of blending sounds into words varied greatly. This was their 
first, and most important, hurdle in learning to read. However many lessons had to be given in 
acquiring this skill, I never gave up. Once learned, this is the key to the reading of any alphabetical 
language in future life. 
 
I can instance a boy and a girl aged about 9 years who, it seemed, never could learn to 'build.' I 
arranged to have them together for a few lessons, without the rest of the group, and one day I raced 
them against one another. Holding up a single short word on a card, I said, 'See who can call out 
this word first.' The idea of a race worked a miracle; they both discovered that they could read the 
words. Afterwards I realized that they both had a reason for wanting to stay at the Centre as long as 
possible. 
 
What amazed both of us who were working at this Centre was the discovery that none of the 
children who came to us had been taught how to sound digraphs, although we had been told that 
teachers were using a combination of the visual and phonic approach. Then one day an incident 
opened our eyes to one possible cause of this contradiction. 
 
We had a visit from two nuns from a Catholic school which had children attending the Centre. They 
said that these children had told them about the sounds they were learning, and they had come to 
learn about them. My appreciation of the professional humility of those two nuns, both fully trained 
teachers, will always stay with me. 
 
What this event brought to light was that numbers of the teachers themselves did not consciously 
know the sounds represented by digraphs. If they had ever known this, they had forgotten about it. 
This would explain why so many teachers, while claiming to teach phonics, actually only drew the 
attention of the children to a handful of phonic aids, and left them to find out the digraphs for 
themselves. 
 
To return to the retarded readers at the Centre, there was no doubt whatever about the enthusiasm of 
their response to this enlightening field of knowledge. For to these non-reading children, the fact 
that letters meant sounds and sounds could be joined together to make words was light at the end of 
a long tunnel – it was sight to the blind. 
 
Children who had been apathetic towards school and books awoke to life and applied themselves to 
excel in the word games, and the race to learn the 'two-letter sounds.' Most of the games had an 
element of chance in them which prevented anyone from being regularly defeated. 
 
Sometimes a child would voice his appreciation of our kind of teaching in a way which summed up 
the reactions of the majority. One small boy aged about 9 or 10 said to me, "At school the teachers 
just say to us, 'Go on, then, read it!' But you learns us how to read." 
 
An older boy, in the top class of primary school, physically tall and well built, who had been so 
humiliated by his poor reading, said to me when he was leaving the Centre, 'You know, Miss, I still 
read more slowly than the other boys, but when they can't read a difficult long word, they come to 
me to read it for them.' What better testimonial to the phonic approach could one have? 



 
 

Some Thoughts on Learning to Read 
In voicing criticism of the lack of systematic teaching of reading and writing, I am nct ranging 
myself with the authors of the so-called Black Papers. I am enthusiastic about the general pattern of 
the modern approach in education as practised in the best of our state schools. But I am sure that 
systematic teaching of fundamental skills still has a place. It is certainly found necessary in many 
fields, so why not in relation to reading and writing, without which education cannot be carried out? 
 
I would suggest that current procedures in teaching reading have taken such a hold in this country 
because it is almost impossible to teach an unsystematic spelling system systematically. The usual 
line of argument is that since efficient reading involves the recognition of thousands & thousands of 
words on sight, the habit of recognition of whole words should be encouraged from the start. This 
sounds good as a theory, but it neglects one important fact – that to memorise the patterns of 10,000 
and more whole-words is tremendously difficult. It can only be achieved after a prodigious amount 
of reading, sufficient to encounter each of the 10,000 words 12, 15, or more times, as only repetition 
will ram them home for most people. Success does not simply depend on visual memory, but on 
having the interest, the opportunity and the time to read and read and read. For the modern child, 
TV and a wealth of other pursuits leave little time for reading. Thousands of children may take out 
library books, but there are probably many thousands more who do not. 
 
Even more difficult than learning to read is learning to spell. Gone are the days when the bad speller 
was the exception among high school pupils and university students. Nowadays the good speller is a 
rarity. This is not due solely to modern methods of teaching reading, but rather more, probably, to 
the fact that today's teachers are not willing to devote precious school time to the learning of 
spelling lists and the giving of dictation. Since learning the idiosyncracies of the English 
orthography has little educational value, it does not take place, and spelling has become permissive. 
 
The correct traditional spelling is losing its usefulness and its hold. And along with correct spelling, 
clear, legible handwriting seems to be on the decline also. In the days of typewriters, this may not 
matter so much, but I believe it would still be worth while for children to be shown how to form 
letters when they first begin to write. The retarded readers whom I taught also had the most 
rudimentary idea of how to form letters. I used to watch some of them as they wrote, and I 
discovered that to write a small a they might go round and round as if they were going to draw a 
snail, and would always draw an upright stroke first, and then add the curved stroke. In other words, 
they did not progress from left to right, but pure chance decided at which end of a letter they would 
start. Strokes were often made upwards instead of downwards. The result of teaching themselves to 
write was that they probably never learned to write fluently, and they lacked the kinaesthetic 
sensation of writing b as a sensation differing from that of writing d. Such writing confusion could 
help to reinforce the usual confusion among very little children over b and d. 
 
So much for the criticism of the teaching of reading in our schools. Present methods do succeed in 
the vast majority of cases, and it is only those who, for one or other of the reasons I listed at the 
beginning, seem to suffer badly from the lack of systematic teaching. 
 
Any criticism of our schools or out teachers must be balanced by a recognition of the enormous 



problems they have to cope with. The most urgent change needed is to reduce the size of classes in 
First Schools, so that children can receive far more individual attention in the decisive early years. 
Simple arithmetic can show us that even if a class is no larger than 30, and many still are, each child 
can only receive two minutes of the teacher's time in one hour, and only about ten minutes in the 
whole day. How can a teacher hear each child read daily in these circumstances, with all the other 
matters that have to be attended to? 
 

Would a reform of our spelling make much difference? 
If we compare the time it takes an English child to learn to read an adequate vocabulary in his own 
language with how long it takes an adult to learn to read a foreign language such as Italian, German, 
even Russian, in the sense of decoding the printed word, we can begin to realise the enormous 
amount of everyone's time that is wasted in the teaching and learning of English spelling. 
 
I have indicated that retarded readers can rapidly learn to decode English words, but because our 
English spelling is so irregular, there can rarely be an entirely happy ending for anyone who is late 
in learning to read. 
 
A boy came to our Remedial Centre at the age of about 10½ in his last year in Primary School, 
unable to read a single word. The school had thought him to be unintelligent until an IQ test showed 
that he was of normal intelligence. He set to work with excellent application to learn phonics. 
Although he only attended the Centre two or three times a week, after two and a half school terms 
he had completely mastered the reading of any word which could be read phonetically. But he still 
could not remember the common, irregularly spelt words. Clearly, these would only be learnt in the 
course of the following years, as he met with them, over and over again, in the course of reading. 
 
Because such a high proportion of words could not be read phonetically, a limit was set on the 
attainment that could be reached within ten months. On the other hand, if our spelling were 
reformed so that all words were spelt according to a regular system, reasonably phonetic in 
character, anyone, child or adult, could become completely literate, able to spell correctly as well as 
to read, within a few months. Compare this with the years it now takes. 
 
When we consider the misery caused by illiteracy, and the danger of children who are failing in 
school taking to vandalism or petty crime, and the many other advantages of a reformed spelling, 
such as saving of time spent on looking up words in the dictionary in offices, apart from the 
educational benefits, I believe we should all begin to take this question really seriously. 
 
[1] A Right to Read. Action for a Literate Britain. Pub, by The British Association of Settlements. 
20p. London, England, May, 1974. 
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6. Spelling and Parliament, by William J. Reed.   
 
*Broadstairs, Kent, England. 
A paper presented at the First International Conference of the Simplified Spelling Society, at 
College of All Saints, London. 
 
In Britain we are a parliamentary democracy. We vote at stated intervals to elect a House of 
Commons of 635 members. From these, the leader of the largest political party is called upon by the 
Sovereign to choose a Cabinet and form a Government. This Government is the Executive and is 
the body which has the power and the authority to make all decisions concerning the welfare of the 
nation. 
 
It is widely believed by many of those who are well qualified to judge that our spelling conventions 
are at present unsatisfactory and that they should be improved. There is no authority which can 
improve them except the authority of Parliament. No individual or group of individuals can make 
any effective changes except through Parliament. 
 
Our present spelling is thought by some to be 'traditional' and will hereinafter be designated 
'traditional orthography' or T.O.  
 
It may be objected to what was said in the second paragraph that T.O. itself was not brought about 
by any Act of Parliament and the objection is reasonable. What we call T.O. was brought about by 
printers and, to a lesser extent, by writers during the latter part of the 17th century. It was 
unsatisfactory even then, though not as unsatisfactory then as it has become since. It has become 
more unsatisfactory because, during the intervening three centuries, it has changed very little, while 
the language which it is supposed to represent has changed very much. This unsatisfactory spelling 
has continued to be accepted by the nation because of important reasons, including the following: 
 
(1) Many millions of copies of the Authorised Version of the Bible have been printed and read in 
something like our present T.O. (2) Shakespeare's plays also have been printed and read, not in 
Shakespeare's spelling but in T.O. (3) This spelling, with its disadvantages and imperfections, was 
accorded the imprimature of the formidable Samuel Johnson when he published his Dictionary in 
1755 and when he wrote in his preface: "I have attempted few alterations, and among those few, 
perhaps the greatest part is from modern to ancient practice." He recommended that people 
"should not disturb upon narrow views or for minute propriety the orthography of their fathers." By 
this he probably meant that they should not attempt to change 17th century spelling to match the 
great changes that had taken place in the language. So 17th century spelling was fastened even more 
securely on our language. 
 
A second objection might be that thoroughgoing spelling and alphabet reform were introduced in 
Turkey, 1928, by the efforts of one man, namely Kemel Ataturk; but the circumstances were quite 
different because Turkey at that time was not a parliamentary democracy such as we are now. A 
third possible objection is that important changes were made in American spelling by Noah 
Webster; but his Elementary Spelling Book of 1783 is said to have sold more than 100 million 
copies and to have had the approval of no less a person than Benjamin Franklin. Webster's 
American Dictionary of the English Language, 1828, was quickly accepted as the standard for 
spelling and subsequent editions maintained this authority. It is difficult to see how that sort of 



change could be brought about in contemporary Britain by any one man or by any small group of 
men, however eminent. 
 
When compulsory schooling was introduced by Parliament a century ago, the principal concern of 
the authority might well have been to give children a good education in their native language and 
literature: more consistent spelling might have been agreed on and introduced. The attention of the 
authorities was, however, distracted by other considerations which seemed at that time to be even 
more urgent. Social and industrial changes were affecting villages and, even more, towns. Families 
with children were uprooted. Many authorities found that their foremost task was not to provide 
children with a good education but to get them off the streets. As the historian, G. M. Young, wrote: 
"In 1870 the essential was to get the children somehow into some sort of school . . .  In 
Birmingham, forty out of every hundred children were running loose in the streets, while in 
Manchester the figure was as high as 50 out of every hundred." [1] Chambers' Encyclopaedia, Vol. 
4, page 800, 1973, states that in the eighteen sixties, 2 million children [1] were not attending 
school: that would have been about 40%. Well might Young say that the essential was to get the 
children, somehow, into some sort of school. 
 
Children had to be accommodated somewhere while their fathers, and often their mothers too, were 
hard at work, and they had to be kept occupied for otherwise they would tend to become listless, 
mischievous and perhaps destructive. 'Education' was a wonderful ideal but the authorities seemed 
to be chiefly interested in making compulsory the three R's (reading, writing and arithmetic) and 
thus in making children spend their time and energy struggling with out-of-date and unsuitable 
spelling units, and with out-of-date and unreasonable units of measurement. 
 
The passing of the R.E. Forster Act of 1870 did not mark a sudden break with the past (at the time, 
my own school log book did not mention it). Lowe's Revised Code of 1862 had required that all 
children should be instructed in reading, writing and arithmetic according to a clearly defined 
syllabus issued by a central authority and that all girls should be instructed in plain needlework. 
School experiments with reformed alphabet shapes or with reform spelling were not expressly 
forbidden and it is possible that some bold teachers did try such experiments. We know that Isaac 
Pitman's Phonotypy had been tried in schools 30 years earlier, in 1832; and there was the testimony 
of the great Alexander Ellis who wrote regarding "the importance of employing a phonetic alphabet 
as a desirable, nay, necessary instrument in national education in that it furnished the only means 
by which reading, spelling and writing could become general among the great body of English 
people." [2] 
 
For hundreds of years, and certainly since the latter part of the 16th century, it had been realised by 
many of those who had most carefully studied the matter that what we call T.O. is subject to serious 
objections whether considered from the standpoint of etymology, phonology or, most important of 
all, teaching. It is the teaching aspects of the matter which has led Parliament, as representing the 
nation, to consider what reforms are needed and how much reforms might be implemented. 
 
The Simplified Spelling Society had been founded in 1908 by a group of scholars under the 
chairmanship of Professor Walter Skeat. Some few years later, during the time when Professor 
Gilbert Murray was president, when Sir George Hunter was Chairman, when William Archer was 
Secretary and Walter Ripman was Treasurer, a Petition to the Prime Minister was organized by the 
Society with the aim of directing Parliament's attention to the evidence relating to the need for 
spelling reform. Responsibility for the Petition and for much of the actual work involved in 
interviewing people who were prominent in administration and in scholarship were accepted by Sir 



George himself and by his personal secretary, Mr. Thomas B. Barber. Mr. Barber was Secretary 
also of the Simplified Spelling Society and remained Secretary for many years afterwards and until 
his retirement in 1954. 
 
By July, 1923, there was an impressive list of signatures in support of the Petition. There were 
names of 15,000 people who were representatives of scholars, writers, administrators and men and 
women who were prominent in public life and affairs. The list represented, probably, hundreds of 
thousands of such people inasmuch as, in many cases, the president and secretary signed on behalf 
of all the members of a society following a resolution passed at a general meeting. The covering 
letter was signed by forty people 'whose eminence in Scholarship, Science, Letters and Affairs is 
widely recognised' as Sir George Hunter commented. 
 
During the next few years, and until shortly before 1933, the teaching staffs and the administrative 
staffs of universities were generally in favour of asking the government to appoint a representative 
committee of eminent scholars who should be asked to consider the case for spelling reforms and 
the means by which such reforms might most conveniently be carried out. 800 of these eminent 
scholars signed the Petition. [3] It must be remembered in this connexion that the number of 
universities, and consequently of university staffs, was then smaller than it is now after the great 
expansion of recent times. So 800 really is a notable figure. 
 
In the Univ. of Birmingham, signatures included those of Sir Charles Grant Robertson, the Vice-
Chancellor, C. W. Valentine, the Prof. of Education and of 20 other professors, 19 Lecturers and 4 
Readers. In the Univ. of Cambridge, those who signed included Dr. P. Giles, the Master of 
Emmanuel College, Sir J. J. Thomson, the Master of Trinity College, Dr A. C. Seward, the Master 
of Downing College, Sir Arthur Quiller Couch, the Prof. of English Literature, Dr. Emery Barnes, 
the Prof. of Divinity, Dr G. G. Coulton, the famous historian of the middle ages, together with 37 
other Professors and Lecturers. 
 
In the Univ. of Oxford, those who signed included W. D. Ross, the Provost of Oriel College, C. H. 
Sampson, the Principal of Brasenose College, Dr. A. H. Sayce, who was later Prof. of Assyriology, 
Sir M. E. Sadler, the Master of University College; Prof. Gilbert Murray, who was Regius Prof. of 
Greek and who succeeded Walter Skeat as President of the Simplified Spelling Society in 1912 and 
who supervised its policies until his death in 1957; Dr. R. R. Marrett, Rector of Exeter College, Dr. 
Reg. W. Macan, late Master of University College and an authoritative advocate of spelling reform; 
Prof. H. C. Wyld, Merton Prof. of English Language and Literature and Editor of the Universal 
Dictionary of the English Language; F. M. Powicke, Regius Prof. of Modern History; Percy 
Simpson, Fellow of Oriel College, an authority with A. W. Pollard, W. W. Greg, E. Maunde 
Thompson, J. Dover Wilson and R. W. Chambers (O.U.P. 1923) on Shakespeare's spelling in the 
Sir Thomas More play (fragment) and in Venus & Adonis and Lucrece, which are the only 
examples we have of how Shakespeare himself actually spelt words: Edmund Blunden, former Prof. 
of English Literature in the Imperial Univ. of Tokyo, Dr. M. W. Keatinge, Reader in Education and 
D. H. MacGregor, Prof. of Political Economy: along with 24 other eminent scholars. 
 
In the Univ. of London, there were: Lascelles Abercrombie, the Prof. of English Literature (David 
Abercrombie, his son, was for some years Chairman of the Simplified Spelling Society, during the 
time when I was Honorary Secretary); A. Lloyd James, who was later Prof. of Phonetics (he did 
much of the work involved in producing the fifth edition of New Spelling 1940, and wrote the 
Preface which appears on pages 5 to 7); Sir T. Percy Nunn, Director of the Institute of Education, 
Sir Cyril Burt, F.B.A., Prof. of Philosophy, together with 40 other distinguished scholars. 



 
In the Univ. of Manchester, those who signed included the Professors of English Language, English 
Literature, and almost all of the other departments of the University. 
 
There were many signatures from the Universities of Aberdeen, Bristol, Durham, Edinburgh (58 
names), Glasgow (41 names), Liverpool (Vice-Chancellor, 25 Professors and 12 others), Reading 
(Vice-Chancellor and Deputy Vice-Chancellor, 11 Professors and 20 Lecturers), St Andrew's (Vice-
Chancellor and 38 others), Sheffield (Sir Henry Hadow, formerly Vice-Chancellor and 16 others), 
Univ. of Wales (the Principal, 16 Professors and 28 Lecturers), from Univ. of Nottingham there 
were 16 names. 
 
There were also the names of 125 Members of Parliament, 22 Bishops, including William Temple, 
the Archbishop of Canterbury, 49 publishers, including Edward Arnold, Jonathan Cape, W. & R. 
Chambers, 8 authors, including H. G. Wells, J. B. Priestley, Julian Huxley and Sir Norman Angell. 
 
There was support also from many educational associations, including the National Union of 
Teachers, National Association of Schoolmasters, the Association of Teachers in Technical 
Institutes, and the Educational Institute of Scotland. 
 
Thus supported and encouraged by the widespread approval of the universities' teaching and 
administrative staffs, by teachers, writers and publishers, Sir George Hunter in July, 1923 met some 
of the Simplified Spelling Society's committee and interviewed Sir Charles Trevelyan, who was 
then President of the Board of Education. He stated the Board's official position thus: "While 
difficulties of the present system (of spelling) were admitted, he felt that the appointment of the 
Commission or Committee could not be expected to result in any scientific solution unless the 
supporters of Spelling Reform were able as a preliminary to decide upon an agreed and definite 
scheme." Lord Irwin later (in 1933) quoted and agreed with this point of view. 
 
Rebuffed by the Board of Education because he had not brought an agreed and definite scheme, Sir 
George Hunter asked the Society's Committee to reconsider and possibly revise the earlier 
proposals which had been formulated by William Archer and Walter Ripman. After renewed 
consideration, the proposers and supporters of English Spelling Reform met on May 3rd, 1933, and 
unanimously agreed to approve and submit for the proposed Committee's consideration the scheme 
(New Spelling) approved by the Simplified Spelling Society. Sir George Hunter's covering letter 
included the following sentence: "The scheme has been used in a number of elementary schools 
with benefit to the children; it does not require any new letters or any additions to the printers' fonts 
of type . . .  It is not expected that our spelling can be immediately changed by any arbitrary decree 
but it is believed that any improvements recommended by the Committee will be voluntarily and 
gradually adopted." This meeting, on 3rd May, was attended by Sir George Hunter, Chairman, and 
by: Mr. A. Lloyd James, Reader in Phonetics at London Univ., Mr. Walter Ripman, Chief Inspector 
of Schools for London Univ., Prof. W. Emery Barnes, Prof. Daniel Jones, Sir E. Dennison Ross, 
Mr. A. E. Henshall, ex-President of the National Union of Teachers, Wm. Barkley, Journalist, 
Oswald Lewis, M.P., W. G. Pearson, M.P., Mr. Gray Jones, representing the Incorporated 
Association of Assistant Masters, Mr. Gordon and Mr. T. R. Barber, Secretary of the Simplified 
Spelling Society. 
 
Even after this, Lord Irwin wrote on June 30, 1933, saying that the Government could not agree to 
the appointment by the Government of a Committee "... because its official character would give 
people the impression that legislation might be possible in the future. There is no justification for 



the board to go even this far..." Lord Irwin declined to appoint a committee and declined to receive 
a deputation. The scholarship that had produced several versions of New Spelling and all the work 
that had resulted in the collection of 15,000 signatures of prominent people were rendered of no 
avail because of what must have seemed to Sir George very much like obstinacy on the part of Lord 
Irwin and his advisers. Sir George was defeated. He died in 1937 and left a large legacy to enable 
the Society to continue the work for spelling reform which had meant so much to him.  Here again, 
he suffered another defeat. All moneys used for educational purposes are 'charitable' and therefore 
exempt from paying income tax.  The amazing truth is that the Society's income from the Hunter 
bequest was declared to be not for educational purposes. The money was, therefore, subject to 
income tax and the Society has lost many thousands of pounds because of this decision. 
 
On 11th March, 1949, Dr. Mont Follick, M.P. for Loughborough, presented his Private Member's 
Spelling Reform Bill to the House of Commons. Part 1 of the Bill asked for the establishment of a 
committee to produce a scheme for the simplified and consistent spelling of English. Part 2 required 
that reformed spelling should be used first in schools, later in government publications and later still 
should be used generally. The Minister of Education and that time was Rt. Hon. George Tomlinson 
and he was deeply concerned about the welfare of children. He cautiously expressed the opinion, 
however, that advocates of reform should secure some reasonable measure of public support and 
that later there should be an official inquiry into spelling. 
 
On the Second Reading, 11th March, 1949, the Bill was debated for five hours and lost by only 
three votes, the official figures being 84:87. This was a remarkable achievement by Mont Follick 
and for spelling reformers. Clearly, even better things were within reach. [4] 
 
In the autumn of 1952, Mont Follick was again successful in the ballot for Private Members' Bills, 
being drawn No. 5. He again brought in a Bill concerned with spelling reform. It required the 
Government to institute research into methods of improving the low standard of reading and to 
investigate, among other things, the use of consistent spelling, even though there might later be a 
transition to Queen Anne's spelling (T.O.). On Second Reading, 27.2.53, the Bill was carried by 65 
votes to 53 after a debate which is reported in 82 columns of Hansard (2425-2507). Mr Ralph 
Morley, M.P. for Itchen, had said: "As a class teacher for nearly fifty years, I know it is our 
ridiculous and illogical spelling which is the chief handicap in teaching children to read." I myself 
have had more than fifty years experience of teaching and agree with what Mr. Morley said. [5] 
 
After Second Reading, the Bill went to Committee where it was again approved in spite of 
government opposition. 
 
On 7th May, Dr. Follick rose in the House "To ask the Minister of Education if she will state her 
policy towards proposals by a competent research organisation to investigate possible 
improvements in the teaching of reading by means of a system of simplified spelling." Miss Florence 
Horsbrugh replied: "Any such organisation could rely on my interest and goodwill for their 
proposals designed to investigate possible improvements in this field of education. There would be 
no extra grant and the organization concerned would have to secure the willing cooperation of the 
l.e.a., teachers and parents." 
 
The sponsors of the Bill realised that it might still meet powerful opposition and that it might be 
rejected in the Lords. They agreed to withdraw the Bill, being well pleased with the Minister's 
assurance that there would be approval for properly controlled research into how the use of 
simplified spelling would affect the processes of learning to read. 



John Downing was appointed to administer the tests to the i.t.a. groups, also to the control groups. 
The i.t.a. experiments were started in September 1961. After only a few weeks it was clear that 
children could learn to read in the fairly consistent i.t.a. much more quickly and much better than 
the control groups could learn to read T.O. It seemed also that reading skill acquired with consistent 
i.t.a. could be transferred later to reading matter printed in T.O. Subsequent tests confirmed this. 
The most important result of the i.t.a. research was to prove that T.O. is a handicap to children when 
they are learning to read. What happened after the transition was interesting but it did not affect the 
really important conclusion quoted in the last sentence. These experiments, and later ones, were a 
consequence of the Follick-Pitman success in the House of Commons, 27 February, 1953, and the 
Minister's subsequent assurance that there would be approval of, though no government grant for, 
experiments with simplified spelling in the teaching of reading. 
 
It seems that Mont Follick was more concerned with spelling reform then he was with teaching 
children to read T.O. It was only with reluctance that he agreed to the withdrawal of his 1953 Bill 
and he later seems to have regretted having done so. He was a true spelling reformer and remained 
so until his death, 10.12.1958. His Will required that his fortune should be used to found and endow 
a professor's chair of Comparative Philology "in which spelling reform (not merely the teaching of 
reading) should form a principal part." Dr. Mont Follick had been the founder and was the 
Proprietor of the Regent School of Languages. His estate was large. After considerable delay, the 
money was accepted by the Univ. of Manchester and William Haas was appointed the first Mont 
Follick Professor. This decision was the crucial decision which must decide to what extent the 
benefactor's aims are likely to be fulfilled. All this may reasonably and fairly be said to follow from 
the House of Commons' verdict on 27th February, 1953. 
 
During recent years, two Departmental Committees have considered language teaching and, 
especially, the teaching of reading. Lady Plowden was Chairman of the first. Detailed evidence was 
submitted by the Simplified Spelling Society but this did not appear in the report, although the 
name and school of the Honorary Secretary did appear. During 1970 and 1971, useful 
correspondence passed between the Society and the Departmental Inspector for English, Mr. E. 
Wilkinson. I met Mr. Wilkinson on 15 November, 1971, and we discussed the Society's Resolution 
to the Minister. We did not disagree on any of the items included in this Resolution, and we 
discussed what further progress might be made, such as experiments with New Spelling under the 
auspices of a university. The unexpected and unexplained departures of our President and Chairman 
from the Annual General Meeting made it difficult for the Society to make further progress at the 
time with the Departmental Inspector. The final sentence of the Resolution was: "Members of this 
Society . . .  urge the government to institute an inquiry into the educational, financial and 
international advantages likely to result from modernizing our out-of-date spelling conventions." 

 
Another Government Committee was appointed in 1971. There were 19 members and Sir Alan 
Bullock was appointed Chairman. During 1972 and '73, several of us wrote on behalf of the 
Simplified Spelling Society and expressed regret because the Society had not been invited to give 
oral and written evidence. Mr. S. S. Eustace was at that time Hon. Sec. of the Society and wrote 
several times. Mr. R. Arnold was Sec. of the Bullock Com. and early in 1971, he wrote saying that 
the Society's representatives would be able to give oral evidence to the Bullock Com. We were 
invited also to send an agreed 'submission.' Of the dates offered, the first one, Jan. 23rd, was chosen 
by the Society's Committee at its meeting on Jan. 12th. There was not adequate time in which to 
prepare an agreed 'submission' but four of us (Messrs. Eustace, Gibbs, O'Halloran and Reed) met in 
Elizabeth House on Jan. 23rd. We met a Bullock Committee (not the full Committee) under the 
chairmanship of Prof. J. E. Merritt. Prof. Merritt is, incidentally, a member of the Simplified 
Spelling Society. 



 
That meeting with the members of the official Bullock Committee was important and promising. 
Mr. O'Halloran, who has since been elected Honorary Secretary of the Simplified Spelling Society, 
made a particularly good impression on the Bullock Committee and has since had important 
correspondence and interviews with some of its members. Progress towards improvement in our 
spelling conventions will have to be the result of recommendations by a Departmental Committee 
appointed by, and reporting back to, Parliament. 
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S I M P L I F I E D   S P E L L I N G   S O C I E T Y 
Founded in 1908 by Professor W.W. Skeat, Lit.D., LL.D., D.C.L., Ph.D. 

================= 
TEXT OF RESOLUTION 
to The Secretary of State, 

Department of Education and Science 
=========================== 

"Whereas many great authorities on English have deplored the inconsistency of its spelling and 
have advocated reform; 
 
And whereas no reasonable case against spelling reform has ever been made by any considerable 
scholar; 
 
And whereas experiments in Britain, America and elsewhere have proved our spelling to be 
wasteful of time and effort; 
 
And whereas a number of other nations have in recent times reformed their spelling conventions 
with great benefit to themselves and to other users of their languages; 
 
And whereas English is now being learnt as a second language by a large proportion of the human 
race and is the most widely used international language; 
 
Members of this Society, feeling that it is now incumbent upon native speakers of English to 
remove unnecessary difficulties in the learning and use of the language, whether by students 
approaching it has a second language or by English-speaking and other children learning to read it 
and write it, urged the Government to institute an inquiry into the educational, financial and 
international advantages likely to result from modernizing our out-of-date spelling conventions." 
 
Passed by subsequent Gen. Meeting, Dec. 12, 1970. 
William Reed, Hon. Secretary. 

-o0o- 
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The Study of Speech Sounds, by Emmett Albert Betts, Ph.D., LL.D.*  
 
*Reading Research Lab, Univ. of Miami, Coral Gables, Fla.  
*Winter Haven, Fla. 
 
One major problem confronted by teachers, especially in beginning reading, is inconsistency in 
spellings to represent speech sounds. This inconsistency vitiates the teaching of both phonic and 
spelling rules. 
 
The prediction of pronunciations from spellings is made more hazardous by these idiosyncracies: 
1 Redundant letters, as b in lamb, 
2. Ligatured symbols in printing, as fi in find, often used in beginning reading materials, 
3. Significant differences in letter shapes, as the capital and lower case letters in printing and in 

manuscript and cursive writing, 
4. Contractions, as the one-syllable he's and the two-syllable isn't, 
5. Homographs, as read /red/, /rEd/, 
6. Logographs – also called ideographs and word-signs – as the ampersand (&, £, &, $, ¢,) 
7. Vagaries of digraphs, representing both vowel and consonant sounds, as in th(ou)ght, ab(ou)t, 

r(ou)gh and sc in scent and scale, 
8. Syllable and phrase stress, as the unstressed /'n/ or /nd/ for and, and other function words, 
 
The above abridged list can be extended ad nauseam, but it serves to spotlight the dilemma of 
teachers and reformers of orthography – and the frustration of learners, especially beginners in 
reading. It also validates the need to legitimize phonics via some type of spelling reform – an initial 
teaching medium or all-out spelling reform. 
 
The chief purpose of this discussion is to suggest devices for testing sounds of speech in isolated 
words, i.e., side-stepping the issue of phrase stress. For this discusion an assumption is made: the 
vowel sound is the crucial element in a syllable, bounded by consonant sounds, as in at and look. 
One of the hazards in testing speech sounds is the tyro's attempt to say consonant sounds in 
isolation from the preceeding (e.g., i(t) ) or succeeding (e.g., (s)ay) vowel sound. 
 

Sounds in Isolation 
All speech sounds can be produced in isolation by competent phoneticians. But speech sounds 
produced in isolation tend to be distorted, especially in length and/or stress. The first consonant 
sound in fit, for example, may be produced in isolation, but it is usually prolonged, or lengthened, 
by the unsophisticated. The vowel sound in fit may be said in isolation, but it tends to be made 
longer than in conversational speech. On the other hand, the uninitiated tend to add a neutral sound 
to plosive consonants – the first sounds of pit-bit, lip-dip, cat-go; hence the sound represented by p 
in the word pat is given the distorted pronunciation puh/'pa/. 
 
Beginners, however, can get the feel of certain speech sounds by prolonging them: 
1. Vowels may be prolonged, as the /a/ of cat, /e/ of get, /i/ of sit, /ä/ of not, and the /ə/ of but. Of 

course, diphthongs cannot be prolonged; instead a succession of two sounds is said as /o/-/i/ 
for /oi/ of boil. 



2. Consonants may be prolonged, as the /f/ of fife, /th/ of thin, /th/ of them, /s/ of bus, /z/ of buzz, 
/sh/ of fish, and the /zh/ of vision. Of course, plosives, e.g., /p/ of pop, /b/ of bob, /t/ of hat, /d/ 
of bud, cannot be prolonged; attempts to do so usually produce a consonant plus a neutral 
vowel, as /pə/ for /p/. 

 
Minimal Pairs (Contrastive) 

One of the best devices for the study of speech sounds is the contrast of minimal pairs, as pit and 
bit. These pairs differ only in one sound, as the /'p/ of pit and the /'b/ of bit. 
Pronounce these pairs of words to contrast the different sounds in each one: 
 

Consonants 
vat-fat  
bat-bad  
dip-tip  
junk-chunk  
teeth-teethe  
wail-whale  

Consonants 
zip-sip   
gave-cave  
back-batch  
catch-cash  
kin-king  
face-phase  

Vowels 
set-seat 
fit-feat 
fail-feel 
food-feud 
boost-bust 
fool-full 

Vowels 
took-tuck 
know-gnaw 
hock-hawk 
tie-toy 
come-gum 
 

 
In each sentence below one word is italicized. What other would make a minimal pair with it? 
 

Modern music covers a multitude of dins. 
One's brain is no stronger than its weakest think. 
Do you remember when Mother's meals were carefully thought-out instead of thawed-out? 
A glutton's idea of living is whining and dining. 
A wolf is a guy who whistles while he lurks. 
Dissention at the cheese factory is a parting of the wheys.  
Inspiration is the birth of a notion. 
A holiday rush to Florida is a clime wave. 
Diets are for people who are thick and tired of it. 
A bathing beuty is a girl worth wading for. 
A bonehead is one who is marrow minded. 
A dog rescued from a city pound gets a new leash on life. 

 
Pronounce each of the following types of minimal pairs to contrast the articulations      and sounds 
of distinctive phonemes. 
 
1. Minimal pairs:- different first sounds: 
 

bet-pet  
first-burst  
how-cow 
man-pan 
red-said 

sit-pit 
thin-tin 
vine-fine 
witch-pitch 
yet-get 

dip-tip 
go-no 
love-dove 
not-got 
show-so 

then-pen 
ten-den 
we-me 
whole-pole 
zoo-Sue 

 
  



2. Minimal pairs:- different vowel (and diphthong) sounds:  
 

all-ill  
it-ate  
bend-band  
pull-pall  

sit-suit  
not-note  
cut-coat  
third-thud  

at-it 
pat-put 
get-gate 
seat-sit 

swim-swam 
putt-put 
cull-cool 
alms-aims 

  
3.  Minimal pairs:- different last sounds: 
 

cab-catch  
ash-at  
had-has  
pile-pipe  
lick-lip  
ham-had  

rub-rut  
sing-sin  
five-fife  
done-dumb  
big-bill 

cat-cap 
cat-cash 
pat-patch 
buzz-bus 
mend-meant 
cut-cup 

hug-hull 
leaf-leave 
clothe-close 
ache-ate 
had-hat 

 
In this presentation of speech sounds, use is made of minimal pairs of words to contrast sounds and 
their articulations. In the pair pat/'pat/- bat/'bat/, the contrast between the initial sounds /p/ and /b/ 
makes the difference between the two words. In the pair bat/'bat/ and bet/'bet/, the contrast between 
the sounds /a/ and /e/ makes the difference between the two pairs significant, or distinctive. 
In the pair cap/'kap/ and cat/'kat/, the contrast between the final sounds differentiates between the 
two words. In short, a minimal pair is made of two words differing in only one speech sound. 
 
Say each pair of words to decide which sounds are in contrast: 
 

at-ate  
fence-pence                   

bat-boat  
knew-know 

wrote-rot 
breed-breathe 

 
Find a word in the right-hand column to make a minimal pair with each word in the left-hand 
column: 

dame  
lice  
met  
rare  
rid  
rung  
seal  
job  
sack  
tool  
view  
white 

rice 
lair 
young 
mat 
name 
lid 
rob 
cool 
sight 
sag 
few 
zeal 

 
What other word can be contrasted with each word below to make a minimal pair? 

go 
taste 
rail 
rung 

race 
too 
veil 
sight 



 
Phonic Countdown 

Another device for the study of speech sounds, especially the relationship between letters and 
sounds, is the phonic countdown. The following countdown is achieved by saying only the part of 
the word which is underlined: 
 

v at  
vat 
vat 
vat 
vat  

t ook 
too k 
took 
took 
took 

t op 
top 
top 
top 
top 

 
The above countdown has these advantages: 
First, the whole word is pronounced and heard, both before and after the identification of the vowel 
sound. 
 
Second, the vowel-consonant, or rhyming part, is identified first because rhymes are more easily 
heard than other parts of the word. 
 
Third, saying the vowel-consonant (e.g., va of v at) part of the word in isolation provides a 
perceptual "set" for saying and hearing the vowel sound. 
 
Fourth, the consonant is always tied to the vowel of the word, minimizing or eliminating the 
distortion of consonant sounds – as in hot, what and tap, where the articulation of the vowel is 
anticipated by the articulation of the initial consonant. 
 
The chief disadvantage of this technique is that the vowel sound tends to be distorted by 
lengthening when it is pronounced in isolation. Speech is not the production of a succession of 
consonant and vowel sounds, operating independently. Instead, speech is a rhythmical flow of 
sound – with an over-all intonation, or melody, pattern – with relationships between them in a 
continuous state of flux. But, in general, charts of vowel sounds are based on isolated, prolonged 
production of them. 
 

Nonsense Syllables 
Another device is the use of nonsense syllables to study consonant and vowel sounds, as /ki/, /kī/, 
/ko)/ and kip, kipe, kau. Since these are nonsense syllables, the attention is focused on the sounds 
rather than the meanings. 
 
To study consonant sounds, a given consonant may be combined with a number of vowels, e.g., 
/ba/, /bā/, /bo/, /bi/, /bī/, /be/, /bē/, or /ab/, /ob/, /ib/, /īb/, 
 
To study vowels, combine them with different consonants, e.g., /bē/, /dē/, /fē/, /gē/, /jē/ or /ēb/, /ēd/, 
/ēf/, /eg/, /ēj/. 
  



Tests of Nasalization 
In English, there are three nasal sounds: 
 

Sound  
/m/  
/n/  
/ng/  

Key Word 
mum 
none 
sing 

 
Most sounds of English are oral; that is, the soft palate (velum) is raised to prevent the breath from 
passing through the nose. This fact may be tested by saying /a/ or /o/ and using a mirror to observe 
the raising of the soft palate. 
 
The nasals /m/, /n/, /ng/, however, are made by partial closing of the velum so that some of the 
breath escapes through the nose. 
 
1. Prolong the sound /m/ to note: 

a. The partial raising of the soft palate, 
b. The closing of the lips. 

2. Prolong the sound /n/ to note: 
a. The partial raising of the soft palate, 
b. Pressing the tongue against the gums. 

3. Prolong the sound of /ng/ to note: 
a. The partial raising of the tongue, 
b. The humping of the back of the tongue against the palate. 

 
Another test of nasalization of /m/, /n/, /ng/ may be made by using (1) a small card (about 2x3 
inches) and (2) a cold piece of glass or small mirror: 
 
1. Hold the card horizontally against the upper lip. 
2. Against the opposite side of the card, hold the cold piece of glass so that one-half is below the 

card and one-half is above the card. 
3. Prolong the sounds /m/, /n/, and /ng/. For each of these sounds, the breath moisture will appear on 

the upper part of the card – in front of the nose. 
4. Prolong the sounds /a/ and /o/. For each of the sounds, the moisture will appear on the lower part 

of the card – in front of the mouth. 
 

In Summary 
Four tests of speech sounds are suggested: 
 
1. Minimal pairs of words to contrast the different sounds of a whole word. 
2. Phonics countdown to study the relationships between sounds and letters. 
3. Nonsense syllables to focus attention on sounds of words rather than their meanings – a most 

revealing test of skill in applying phonic skills to regularly spelled syllables. 
4. Production of nasal sounds, using a mirror to observe effects. 
 

-o0o- 
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Our Readers Write Us 
 

Who shall start spelling reform?  
Dear Mr. Tune:  C. P. Moore 
 
 
It is obvious to me now that if English spelling is to be reformed, the job will have to be done by 
one of the two main English-speaking nations. Britain or the USA. Small English speaking nations 
such as New Zealand, Australia, Canada and South Africa feel that even if they introduced an 
excellent type of reformed spelling, it is most likely that they would simply be ignored by the rest of 
the world. As for foreigners, they would never think of asking strangers to reform the spelling of 
their language and they would regard it as an impertinence if others offered to do the job for them. 
Therefore such a suggestion that they should do the job for English from a person like myself is 
received with some wonderment and reserve, and goes no further, 
 
The Afrikaans section in South Africa has just celebrated the centenary of the birth of their 
language as a written language, and 40,000 people visited the small town of Paarl (Pearl) in the 
Cape Province to do this. People who love their language as much as this simply cannot understand 
the deadly apathy which prevails in the USA and Britain regarding spelling reform, and they feel 
that if the Americans or the British cannot bestir themselves to reform their own messy spelling, 
then what hope has an outsider of doing it? No. we have to wake up the people living in either 
Britain or the USA if we hope to get anywhere with spelling reform! 
 
Your issue of Summer, 1975 of SPB was excellent for the way it explained the manner in which 
spelling reform should be tackled, and the pitfalls. We can be thankful that we someone as 
persistent and pertinacious as you are, an(i I do believe that in the end we will win through. 
 
Last month a small item appeared in our local paper about an experiment now being conducted in 
Britain, in which about a dozen systems of English spelling reform will be competing in selected 
schools. Only one system was mentioned, which was Torskript. The paper did not go into details, 
but no doubt this will be reported in your SPB in due course, from which I will then be able to get 
details. 
 
For years our local paper has spelled Jail as Gaol, and only too often has misspelled it as goal. It 
was only when I drew their attention several times to this fact and pointed out that it is spelled jail 
in the USA, which has a population of over 200 million people as compared with only 50 million in 
Britain, that they finally decided to adopt the simpler spelling of Jail. 
 
I feel that the main reason that spelling reform will come about is the fact that the modern school 
child has so much to cope with in keeping up with the enormous accumulation of knowledge in our 
technological societies of today, that he (or she) simply does not have the time to study every 
English word as though it were a Chinese hieroglyph. There are also the distractions of such things 
as television, which leave little time for reading, from which one learns to spell, and the only 
satisfactory way that I know of to learn it. The result is that the modern generation are very poor 
spellers, even when they have passed out of university. These people will not be satisfied to put up 
with our chaotic spelling indefinitely, and will demand something better – that is what I feel, but 
they need a publication like yours to show them it can be done. 
 



There is also the great number of newly manufactured words like DACRON, for instance. Is it Dak-
ron, or Day-cron, or Dak-rin or Day-crin? One cannot get the pronunciation of such words from the 
dictionary, so it is just so much guesswork. 
 
Today it is not only our employees that are frustrated by our chaotic spelling, but the employers as 
well. It is very difficult to find a typist who can spell or in need, consult a dictionary. When I was 
young, we were promptly sacked if we did not come up to scratch, but now it is no use sacking an 
employee – the replacement is no better. Taking all these facts together, it means that our system of 
orthodox spelling no longer works, and we will be forced to reform our spelling to suit modern 
needs, or retrogress and let others surpass us. 
 
Despite sanctions, Rhodesia continues to prosper, and we have little to complain about. Tourists are 
surprised to find that life here is just as normal as anywhere else, and that the people are happy here, 
and that the situation is not at all as pictured by the lying propaganda in overseas newspapers. It 
would not help me to try to put you in the picture-it suffices to say that the grass is no greener 
elsewhere than in Rhodesia and people who leave, generally return. We merely have to look at the 
chaos in Angola to realise how well off we are.  
Yours sincerely, C. R. M. 

-o0o- 
 

The two sides of the coin: 
Mrs. Raymond Rubicam, Pres. Harvie Barnard 
Reading Reform Foundation, 
 
I believe we have a mutual frend in Mrs. Marian Hinds of Rochester, N.Y., who several years ago 
taut in the same school system as 1, prior to my retirement. 
 
Marian has sent me copies of the Reading Reform Informer, which I enjoyed reading, especially the 
articles by Jenken L. Jones and Samual L. Blumenfeld. Not only do I thoroly agree with all they 
have sed, but also with their basic filosofies which at essentially lojical and consistent. 
 
At this point my curiosity is deeply aroused! I have often wondered, and still do, if the proponents 
of progress and reform in the teaching of reading have given thaut and lojical consideration to the 
matter of speling as a fundamental factor in the teaching of reading, – or perhaps I should say, in the 
teaching of literacy, for as I understand it, while reading is basic, it is "one side of the coin" of the 
two fundamental "R's." 
 
Perhaps you may be familiar with George Riemer's highly thautful book, How They Murdered the 
Second R, which is mainly an expose of why most people ar illiterate as far as writing is conserned? 
He feels pretty much toward the IRA as does Blumenfeld, except that he goes a step further and 
recommends that writing be given the same emfasis as reading. 
 
You at also, I would presume, acquainted with the speling reform movement in Australia which is 
being successfully advanced by Harry Lindgren under the initials, SR-1, which is used in this letter, 
along with some innovations of mine. 
 
Do you happen to be acquainted with Newell W. Tune, Editor of SPB? Tune, Lindgren, Riemer and 
meny others have recognized traditional speling (T.O.) as a major road-block to literacy. Also, as 
you undoubtedly know, for at least 75 years most – if not all – of the progressive leaders in 
linguistics have advocated a new fonetic alfabet, or a revision of speling, using the present Roman 
alfabet with a few modifications. 
 



Perhaps, Mrs. Rubicam, you ar shocked by my frequent reversions from traditional speling to 
certain simplifications? The idea in this is that speling is primarily far the purpose of 
communication, and to implement the conveyance or transfer of consepts and ideas from one to 
another, not to display a subservient memory for speling. 
 
In eny case, I look forward to hearing from you and to know you look upon literacy with respect to 
its dual nature. 
 
Also I am extremely interested in knowing what your feelings would be toward the teaching of 
fonics if our speling was permitted to be: 1) more nearly fonetic, or 2) truly and completely fonetic.  
Yours most sincerely, H. B. 

-o0o- 
 

Discussion on Teaching Techniques 
Mr. Harvie Barnard:  Mrs. Raymond Rubicam  
 
Your interesting letter regarding simplified spelling came yesterday and I hasten to send a brief 
reply. 
 
The damage which the sight-memorization techniques have done to our children is colossal. Our 
tutors find that English is so much simpler to learn than our first graders have been allowed to 
know. One small child who was a first grade failure, copping out in January of grade one, looked up 
to our tutor after only a few lessons in intensive phonics, and as the skills became apparent to him 
he said joyfully, "Is THIS all there is to it?" and proceeded to learn to read with speed and accuracy. 
Another said to his mother (letter enclosed), "It makes more sense this way!" Children make such 
lovely replies. 
 
I like best the definition of reading by a four and a half year old. She was the daughter of Dorothy 
Taft Watson, author of Listen and Learn with Phonics. She had wandered in and out of her 
grandmother's nursery school and kindergarten, and was reading before anyone noticed she was 
taking it all in. When, asked how such a young person could read so WELL, she answered the 
neighbor, "The words just SAY themselves to me, and I couldn't stop them if I wanted to." 
 
We believe that teaching out language has been almost destructively perverted by the current basal 
reading techniques. You may note that in California the Fallbrook School System was TOPS on the 
Calif. State Testing Program – attaining a 99% rating at third grade level. (And with Dick and Jane 
type readers, a school was lucky to be at fifth stanine norm!) 
 
We dont hold that English has NO problems, but so does many a language which is rich in 
borrowed vocabulary. Everyone always mentions rough and tough as examples of horrors. But the 
child LOVES to learn that William couldn't pronounce Anglo-Saxon gutterals, but kept the spelling 
and changed the pronunciation. Simple enough to teach! And it encourages such interest in 
language. 
 
Yes, we know Mr. Tune. He was on a panel at one of our San Francisco Conferences, and has 
printed some research by Mary Johnson, and a research program at Arizona State U. which was 
very revealing about children's spelling habits. (Sight vs. phonics caught – even though formal 
spelling was removed from the phonics reading class, they came out 17½ to 1, out of 26 word 
testing.) 
 
However, the task is almost impossible to totally remake a language so advanced as ours. I would 
not want all the orthographical changes suggested, as they offend the eye and mind as much as the 



borrowed "demons" offend the spelling reformers. I prefer personally the attitudes expressed in the 
book by Dr. Linksz On Writing, Reading, and Dyslexia. The article in the last Conference Report by 
Claire Thomas is getting much attention. The Massachusetts Teachers Assoc. has asked permission 
to reprint it. 
 
Teachers do not know much about our language. We are delighted that the MTA will present some 
of these facts to their teachers. 
 
Marian is having quite a battle in the Rochester area to bring some sense to the teaching of reading 
and the teaching of teachers. Over ten years ago a phonetic system was installed in Nathaniel 
Rochester School #3, a black school, and their testing went above the norm for the first time in 
history. Unfortunately, Dr. Sheldon visited the school, insulted the principal, (according to the 
handwritten account I have sent to me by the first grade teacher), told the teacher she was doing it 
all wrong, and persuaded the reading supervisor to have the phonetic system taken out! AFTER 
T'WO YEARS of proving these black children could read as well as their white counterparts, they 
destroyed the opportunity. The principal retired, and his blast is enclosed. NOW THEY ARE 
ASKING HIM TO COME BEFORE THE BOARD AND TELL THEM WHAT IS WRONG 
WITH THEIR READING PROGRAM. TEN YEARS TOO LATE. The same thing happened in 
Boston – which fortunately went back to phonics again, due to their drastically failing scores after 
they took out phonics, and let each teacher teach in any way she was "comfortable." 
 
We will have to stick with the teaching of pupils through phonics. The important and ONLY real 
block is the teaching of teachers at colleges of education. I do not blame the publishers as much as 
the professors. Publishers will publish what will SELL, and who trains the teachers to demand Dick 
and lane, or Houghton Mifflin, or Harper & Row, rather than Open Court and Lippincot as basals, 
or strong supplementary phonics with what they must teach? The vested interest and royalty checks 
have a powerful sway! 
Hastily, but NOT brief, sincerely, Mrs. R. Rubicam. 
 

-o0o- 
 

Continuing the Discussion 
Dear Mrs. Rubicam: Newell Tune 
 
Will you agree that phonics would be easier to teach if used in conjunction with a phonetic spelling 
such as Pitman's i.t.a. or World English or some sort of a simplification of the 500 commonest 
words-which must be taught to beginners? Of course, we agree that phonics is a more desirable 
means of instruction than Look-n-say, but phonics is largely useful when used with regular or 
phonetically spelt words. Sooner or later, the teacher of reading must introduce irregularly spelt 
words. Surely you realize that this slows down the pupil's learning and burdens him with an 
intolerable load of variations to learn. Wouldn't it be a lot easier for him if every word he 
encounters can be sounded out once he learns the sound associated with each symbol.  
 
While it is true now that we must eventually introduce the pupil to irregular spellings so long as we 
have to learn T.O., isn't it desirable that we eventually adopt a system of simplified spelling so that 
future pupils do not have to go thru the trouble of learning all the irregularities of English spelling? 
Out present adults would not have to relearn how to read – for the time it would take them to be 
accustomed to the new spelling, duplicate books could be printed in T.O. so long as there was a 
demand for them. Experience with parents of i.t.a.-taught children has shown that parents can 
assimilate this system readily and easily without formal education. 
 



I do not think that it is the basal readers that is the culprit in the failure to teach reading. It is the 
spelling system! If these same basal readers were printed in a consistent, reliable spelling, the pupils 
would learn phonics from the consistent spelling. Every time a child saw a certain symbol (letter or 
digraf), the pupil would soon come to realize that symbol meant that sound. Dr. Downing used this 
technique in his experiment in London and got very gratifying results, besides a wealth of 
confirming data. He, along with the Bullock Committee, came to the unequivocal conclusion: that 
our irregular spelling is one of the most important causes of difficulties in learning to read. Don't 
you agree? Or are you going to insist that all future generations continue to learn your spelling 
simply because of the blood, sweat and tears you put into learning it? And continue to think that the 
harder it is to acquire knowledge the more it is appreciated. 
 
On one thing we do agree.- that the Teachers' Colleges are the seat of the trouble – they are 
reluctant to change from Look-n-say. But now they call it by another name: the Global or 
experience method, indirect or intrinsic phonics – anything to get away from the discredited name – 
Look-n-say. 
 

-o0o- 
 

Letter to the Editor. The Tasmanian Journal of Education.  
 
Dear Sir: You no doubt have heard much of spelling reform. The guiding principle is phonetic 
spelling. 
 
There are always critics of reform. In this case some have conveniently overlooked facts. There are 
only two definite principles in SR 1. The immediate goal is the use of 'e' as in 'bet' for all such short 
'e' vowel sounds. This is relatively simple. 
 
The other principle is that reforms are to be assimilated one step at a time. Each reform will be 
thoroughly examined beforehand and its effects examined afterwards. 
 
There are more difficult reforms such as those complicated by divergence of pronunciation from 
country to country or by divergence of related words (signature and sign). These problems may take 
some time to resolve. The various supporters of reform are not in agreement. Where they disagree 
reform will be postponed. 
 
The proposers of reform are reaching out for support in all English-speaking countries, not 
Australia alone. Nor will Australia try to go it alone. Australia is not the leader but is serious. 
 
There are some 'brilliant' criticisms of spelling reform. Some of them attack the proposers on no 
more basis than supposition or ignorance of previous articles and books. Maybe critics are trying to 
score. 
 
I certainly give credit to Mr. Thomas for putting his ideas forward. It is a pity the critics can't use 
their intellect to give ideas on the reform instead of spending hours writing brilliant attacks asking 
questions already answered elsewhere. 
 
This is considerably emphasised when critics write such as, 'I would like to make clear that I would 
not object to the idea of reformed spelling, but...' 
 
If these people can show wizardry in posing questions, let them use their intellect to find the 
answers. 
Trevor Johnstone, Devonport, T.  
*Condensed from Spelling Action, Oct. 1975, p. 2. 
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